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The thesis is a response to critics who interpreted Uli as being
too "worldly." Specifically, it attempts to show, by way of exploring
the role of a particular category of virtues present in the novel, how
these critics misunderstood the novel as well as the intent of the
author.
Following an introduction to the topic and problem of the thesis,
two approaches are used in proving the thesis.
have been categorized into two distinct groups.

In both, the virtues
One group, the

2

traditional theological virtues of faith, hope, and charity have been
categorized with the term "primary virtues", ta.sing their supremacy to
other virtues on Christian doctrine and tradition.

The second group

includes all the remaining virtues, categorized with the term
"secondary virtues."
The first approach is to use the text-immanent method of
interpretation to show how the role of the secondary virtues has been
misunderstood by certain critics.
~elevance

It examines the function and

of these virtues as they relate to the author's stated

intentions and his actual product, the novel itself.
The other approach is to attempt to prove the thesis from a larger
context, drawing upon secondary literature.

Gotthelf's position in and

on aesthetics, his views on matter and the material world, the
influence of Biblical ethic and doctrine are all addressed. in light of
the role and function of the secondary virtues.
By examining the text, it was found that through the practice of
certain secondary virtues, Uli acquires material well-being and
respect.

There is also, simultaneously, a spiritual level to the novel

which some of his critics did not acknowledge or recognize.

There

appears an unmistakable correlation between Uli's material and
spiritual progress.
It is found that Gotthelf's God is directly and immediately
involved in human affairs and that the practice of the secondary
virtues allows for a unification with God and eventual salvation.
practice of the secondary virtues is reenforced by material reward.
At the same time, they help in acquiring :r:atterns of behavior which

The

J
allow one to interact positively with one's fellow man and allow one to
experience primary virtues.

Faith is increased as one sees empirical

proof of progress through thrift.
develops.

Love is increased as loyalty

Hope is kindled as one is industrious in pursuit of

betterment.

These virtues continually reenforce each other and lead to

a unity with a God that rewards virtuous behavior here and now, as well
as in a later after-life.
It was this "sanctification process", which many have written
about already, which was misunderstood by Gotthelf's aforementioned
critics.

(

I

This process is depicted in
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I

BACKGROUND

Jeremias Gotthelf is the :pseudonym of Albert Bitzius, a prolific
Swiss writer.

Born the son of a minister of Murten and citizen of Bern

in 179?, he grew up ir: the can tvn Bern and experienced the revolutionary
~

-period of the Helv.:;tik and its results.
an

autobiography writes.

1

C:f this ex:posure, Gotthelf in

"Als wilder Junge durchlebte ich dort die

wilde Zeit der Revolution und Helvetik. ••

2

Describing himself as a wild

boy living in a wild time, he is also, according to his own perception,
a product of the time he was born in.

His formative years gave him a

sense for the instability and insecurity of the period.

After a period

of school and home study, Gotthelf oegan his formal studies at the 5ern
Gymnasium in 1812.

Upon completion of two years at the Gymnasium, there

followed studies in ancient languages, mathematics, and philosophy at
the academy which was later taken up into the new
18Y~.

Three years later, he

com~enced

Univ~rsity

of Bern in

his study of theology, at the

conlusion of which Gotthelf became vicar in his father's parish in
1820.

Still feeline a tasic restlessness and never having left his

native land before, starting the following spring, he spent a year in
1
This ~elvetik was the government set up on April 12, 1798 as a
result of Napoleon's influence. It lasted five years and was o. failure.
For further reading see Peter DU:rrenmatt, Schweizer Geschichte(ZUrich:
Schweizer Druck- und Verlagshaus AG, 1963), JB2:Ll'02.
2
tialter Muschg, Jeremias Gotthelfs Fers8nlich 1rni t: B?"innerun.r:ren
vo:: Zeit£Tenosse!1(I:losterberg, :ba.sel: Verlag benno Schwabe &: Co., 1944),

--::'1

../•

2

G8ttingen, the haven of the Y:)ung Hegelians.

After his return, he held

other assistantship.-; and positions in the church in canton Bern, fi:nally
settling in U1tzelf1Uh, which he felt was in the most 'ber-::..utiful :J)'trt
of the Emmenta.l.

Having been made a minister there in 18.32 by the new

government, he married and remained. in LntzelflUh for the rest of his
life.

This Emmental and its people, whom Gotthelf grew to love, became

the focus of his work as a minister but also the focus and setting of
most of his writings.J
Not only did Gotthelf hold the office of minister; he viewed it
as the most important function of his life.

He felt he was a minister

first and a writer second, viewing his writing as an extension of his
function as a :pa.stor.

Gotthelf was very productive as a writer.

Hunziger and Bloesch have edited Gotthelf's works in 24 volumes and
have added numerous supplementary volumes since. 4

(One speaks of three

meters Goethe and two meters Schiller; it would not be inconceivable
to add a couple of meters Gotthelf in the quantitative sense.)

Starting

in 1841, with Uli der Knecht, Gotthelf also became a very popular writer
throughout many of the German speaking lands.5 His house was continually
:\tuschg, Pers8nlichkeit, pp.2}-6; JJ-4 contains an autobiographical sketch.
l}Jeremias Gotthelf, S~mtliche Werke in 24 Ntnden, ed. Rudolf
Hunziger and Hans Boesch, (Erlenl:Rch-ZUrich: Eugen Rentsch Verlag,
1921). See also Herbert Morgan Waidson, Jeremias Gotthelf: An
Introduction to the Swiss Novelist(Oxford: Blackwell, 1953; rpt.
Westport: Greenwood Press Publishers, 1978), 218-22 for a list of
Gotthelf's works based on Werner GUnther, Der ewige Gotthelf.

~riedrich Sengle, "Albert Bitzius, pseud. Jeremias Gotthelf
(1797-18_54.)," in Biedermeierzeit: deutsche Literatur im S nnun sfeld zwischen Restauration und Revolution 1 1 t:;.-1 ,, Stutt,q:art: J.B.
Metzler, 1980), J:B95 writes, •• ••• Auer't:a.ch und Gotthelf e~reichten die
Spi tze der damals mBglichen Verlmufsziffern.,.

J
full of guests.

This popularity .ra.ned toward his death in 18.54, as his

works became incre.a.singly didactic and political, returning to what

characterized his early writings.

He considered his writings a tool

to help educate people toward a better Christian life.
perception, his work was a pedagogical effort.
6
letters.

In his own

This is evident in his

In order to understand the education Gotthelf wanted to impart
to his re::tders better, it is extremely important to note that his
faith was protestant in character.
was could be a topic all of its own.

To ask what type of Protestant he
Tnere are aspects

o:

Gotthelf 's

theology which could be argued to sh0w a nearness to Luther, Calvin,
Zwingli, or innumerable others who influenced the faith of the Bernese
people.

However, Gotthelf did not adhere to any one reformer's particular

teachings.

Guggisberg writes, .. Die Reformatoren sind ihm lieb mehr

wegen ihres begeisterungsftthigen Lebens als wegen ihrer Lehre." 7 Hans
Bayer identifies Gotthelf 's theological sources as those of the
Iaienfr8mmigkeit tradition, dating back to the Waldensians, the Baptists,
the Bohemian Brothers, and the Radical Pietists, the latter taking a
critical position toward the Amtskirche. 8 Gotthelf's theology cannot
easily be defined. 9 In short, to become a minister in canton Bern,

6

Gotthelf, S~mtliche Werke, J90. One particular letter is to
Reithart as cited by Eunziger and Bloesch.

7Kurt Guggisberg, Jeremias Gotthelf: Christentum und Leben
(ZUrich und Leipzig: Max Niehaus Verlag, 1939), 253.
8
ttans Bayer, "Theologische Quellen und epische Gestaltung:
Gotthelfs 'idealer Pietismus' , " in Deutsche Viertel~ahrschrift fUr
Literaturwissenscbaft und Geistes.;;reschichte, !fi (19 .... 0), 423=63.

9Kurt Guggisberg, a Swiss theologian, was the first to start

4
one did not have to be strictly a Lutheran, a Ca,lvinist, or a Zwinglian,
but instead had to be in good graces with the decision-making members of

the Amtskirche whose opinions prevailed.

Gotthelf was in any case a

devout man .. 10
This devotion, however, was questioned by some critics.

In spite

of his stated intentions - he even saw himself as somewhat of a mystic Gotthelf was at tacked by some cr.i tics as being too worldly.

Al though

there may have been other misunderstandings, this particular criticism
is especially interesting in light of Gotthelf 's perception of himself
as a devout man.

Gotthelf was awar& of this critical viewpoint.

the foreword to Uli de:::- Pl!chter ( 1e48) Gotthelf writes:
war den einen zu wel tlich; ••• 1111

In

"Der erste Teil

"Der ers te Teil" refers to Ul i der

Knecht, the work which is the focus of this thesis.

This idea of

worldliness was not a contrived concern on Gotthelf's part; there was
actual cri..ticism to that effect.

Particularly the more pietistic

elements of Christianity, whose basic view of life is that it is a
necessary, temporary evil to be endured, criticized Gotthelf's
Lebensbejahung.

Sengle writes:

researching Gotthelf 's actual theology. He addresses the above mentioned.
issue: "Gotthelfs Geisteswelt kann urunBglich von einzelnen Einflusssp~ren aus - etwa von Mythologie, Idealismus und Biblizismus - ganz
verstanden werden ••• Deshalb pa.sst die Religion Gotthelfs auch nirgends
ganz in den Rahmen einer Geistesbewegung seiner Zeit oder der Yergangenheit hinein." See Guggisberg, Christentum und Leben, ;/+.

io..... , und die Ehrfurcht vor diesen Wundern veranlasst ihn,
sich einen 'Mystiker' in 'gewisser Beziehung' zu nennen."
11

Ibid.,

97.

Jeremias Gotthelf, Uli der PM.chter(ZUrich: BUchergilde
Gutenberg, n.d.), 42?. In this foreword. Gotthelf never agrees that it
was worldly but simply says he never claims to have "hit the mark" but
to have strived after it.

5
Uli der :Ki'1echt war lange Zeit Gotthelfs ber~.l:J.ritester
Homan, hat a ber sof7leich von ~ietistisch-christlicher
Sei te sc:r..arfe Y..ri tik erfan.ren, was verstc'in::'!.lich ist. Der
Dichter versucht daher in anderen Romanen die allzu dichte,
'alttesta:nentarische' Synt~1~se von Gott und 1\elt, Frtlrnmigkeit
und Reichtum a'..:.fzulockern. • 2
·rt was not only tr.ese Pietist-Ghristian critics, I helieve, who,

because of some undenia.ble Old Testament aspects, misunderstood
Gotthelf's intention.

Sengle himself seems to agree with those who

criticized Gotthelf, as is evident from the a1x>ve quote.
pro~inent

Knecht:

Even such a

literary :igure as Gottfried Keller says of Gotthelf's Uli der
"Diese Gesch:..chte schmeckt mehr nach dem Judentun als nach dem

Christenturr:."~J .flealizing that such a quote '.:Ot:lci. be explosive, I wish
to qualify its detonatoi· by relegating it to
which Keller intended it.

He interprets

ill

t~e

religious sphere for

as Jer;ish in the sense of

the God of thunder and lightning, the jealous God of the Old Testar:ient. 14
From the above criticism a real problem becomes evident.

Here is

a minister who considers himself a functionary of God, who views his
writings as a tool in helping peonle to lead a more Christian_ life,
being attacked as too worldly and unchristian.

How did such a misunder-

standing take place between the author's intention and his actual
reception?

In part this is ex?la.ined by Gotthelf's realistic style of

writing, not to be confused. with "worldly", which from the word. Reichtum
in the above quote, has a definite materialistic focus.
12

sengle, Biedermeierzeit, J:914.

iJGottfried i-~eller, "Jeremias Gotthelf," in S:!mtliche Werke und
3riefe, ed. Clemens Heselhaus, (r.lkchen: Carl Hanser Verlag,

ausi':e~tl te
1::::,.:-Q\
• / JL' I

Realistic not

f

.,,,.,?3
';I<- •

...J '

14I"'d
1....il •

,

".l G2C
"""':
"".) - .........

6
in the sense that he belongs to the school of realism, but when writing
about hisEmmenta1 Ba.uern, he did not romanticize the
Auerrech.

Keller writes:

~ernleben

like

"Er vermag vielleicht noch tiefer herabzu-

steigen in die Technik und die Taktik des Ba.uernlebens, gibt dasselbe
mit der grBssten Treue wieder ••• und scheint ohne Nachdenken und

M~ssigung zu arbeiten; ..... 15 Gotthelf's was not a glossed over, purely
1.d ea 1°is t•ic

16
.
or roman t•1c view
oi~ l"f
1 e.

The realistic elements also led

scholars like Bartels to mistakenly call Gotthelf the "father of
na turalis;n."

:Bartels along with Mus chg, a proponent of the psycho-

analytical :nethod of literary criticism, helped to contribute to this
.
' • +·
no +~ion
oI~ uncnris
.,1an wo::c l'l'
a iness. 17

My intention is not to supplant the psychoanalytical insights
Muschg gives us of Gotthelf, nor to blindly deny the realistic elements
of Gotthelf's

~iting.

I do wish, however, to examine an area which can

add, I believe, another perspective to this issue of worldliness.
This criticism, i.e. of worldliness, is centered directly on Uli
der Knecht, the work which brought Gotthelf onto center stage of the
literary world.

It took Gotthelf about three months, (August 184o -

15Ibid., 3:921.
16For further information about Gotthelf's "realism" see Werner
GUnther, Neue Gotthelf - Studien(Bern: Francke Verlag, 19..58), 65-73.
GUnther also cites Bartels who comments on the realistic asnects of
Gotthelf's writings.
1

7see Walter Muschg, Gotthelf: Die Geheimnisse des Erz.'!hlers
(Mnnchen: Verlag C.H. Beck, 1967), 403. For example, Muschg quotes
Gotthelf: "Man wird erst recht miteinander -aw.fxieden, wenn man
miteinander isst und trinkt." Muschg also quotes Keller from the
latter's first criticism, " ••• es grUnde sich bei Gotthelf alles auf
'eine tiefe Kenntnis des Bauers und dessen, was ihm mangelt, auf seine
materiellen Interessen'.
11

7
November 1840), to write this novel which was initially i!1tended to be
no more than a "Lektur fUr Knechte und 11.1:!.gde ••• aus ihrem Lebenskreis. 1118
Gotthelf states his intent in the full title of the work:
Knecht glUcklich wird:

Wie Uli der

Eine Gabe ftlr Dienstboten und Meisterleute.

It

is clear that Gotthelf wrote with a definite goal in mind, a pedagogical
one.

I believe, contrary to those who accuse this novel of being too

worldly, that it in fact is misunderstood by these critics.

I am

convinced it is intended as a model of how one ought to live, and yet
keeps its artistic quality by not simply being a lengthy sermon. 19
The secondary literature on
the notion that Uli is worldly.
this novel is relatively scanty.

Q1i has not yet totally laid to rest
In fact, the secondary literature on
Most of the Gotthelf scholars concern

themselves with his writings as a whole.

Gottfried Keller, Walter

Muschg, and Werner Hahl are examples of those who deal directly with
Uli.

Others such as Maybaum, Fehr, Bayer, and GUnther write mostly

about Uli as part of a broader topic or area of study.

One aspect of

Uli has not yet been thoroughly explored, and that is the role of the
virtues within the work.

They have been mentioned and acknowledged to

be present and play a definitely positive role, but so far, as is

evident from the quotations, they have been seen as positive in a
materialistic sense.

A Christian minister - who in this case also

happens to be a writer - in whose value system and works virtues would

~or a more detailed account of the history of the text and its
editions see Gotthelf, S~mtliche Werke, 4:390-7.
1

1
9Gotthelf had a high regard for his fellow Bernese, Heinrich
Pestalozzi, who was a great example to him. C-0tthelf himself was in
charge of a school for homelesB 1:x)ys in Tra.chselwald where he practiced
many of the principles laid out in Uli.

8
not also play a spiritual role, £eems unima.ginable.

Yet, to the best of

my knowledge, an interpretation of Uli primarily from the perspective of
the virtues has not been attempted.
Certain virtues are recognized in Uli, virtues which bring a
servant to the status of master.

Social a.dvancement as well as

materialistic gain are attained tbxough the practice of these virtues.
This interpretation alone is inadequate, however, for the lessons in Uli
apply to a larger segment· o: society than jus+, servant and master.
there is also a non-materialistic level to
its relevance transcends time.
accessible through an

Th2~t

ex~loration

t~1is

Thus

work which in

non-mate!'ialistic level becomes

of the virtues.

We are aware of the seven virtues, the three theological virtues:
faith, hope, and cb.arity; and the four cardinal, or platonic virtues:
temperance, prudence, fortitude, and justice.

For the purpose of

clarity, so that the reader and the writer PBVe a common reference
point, the virtues of faith, hope, and charity will be referred to as
primary virtues.
Corinthians.

This decision is based on the Pauline epistle to the

"And now abideth faith, hope, charity, these three; but

the greatest of these is charity. 1120

It is due to the Pauline tradition

of regarding these three as the more important virtues that I choose to
label them primary virtues.

In addition to the four cardinal virtues

there are, however, other virtues which are considered not only positive
from a societal perspective, but imperative in the life of a Christian.
Examples of these virtues are: loyalty, honesty, patience, obedience,

20 1. Cor. xiiv. 13 of the King James version.

9
g::::-atitude,

~u~ility,

and others too numerous to list.

These are the

virtues that will be the special focus in this reading of Uli.

All the

virtues that are not :prima:ry virtues will be referred to as secondary
.virtues, including the four cardinal virtues.

There is some

~recedence

for this since the cardinal virtues are so called " ••• because other
moral virtues, such as purity and patience, are 'derived' from them. 1121
I propose that there are also definite reasons why Gotthelf used
these virtues beyond wishing to illustrate the way to gain social
advancement and materialistic wealth.

First, he saw theM all as

?OSitive, as essential for a Christian life anc eventual union with God.
Furthermore, Gotthelf

~as

a well-informed social and political activist.

He saw this union with God threatened by a negative interpretation of
the secondary virtues from sources such as socialism 2,nd
radicalism and .. felt motivated to reaffirm the sanctifying :powers of the
secondary virtues by showing us a model Christian patriarchal order.

22

I will show from the text of Uli a perspective not understood by many

of its critics: namely, that the secondary virtues serve as a base for
guiding a wild, undisciplined servant toward not only the status of
master with its attendant material gain, but also toward heaven through
a process of sanctification.

Gotthelf shows how to lead a Christian

life in this world without having to renounce the comforts of life, how
to gain salvation without austere piety.

The latter would, at least in

21 JCJ Metford, Dictionary of Christian U,re a~d Legend(London:
Thames and Hudson,
22

1983j, 256.

Joseph ¥i.aybaum, Gottesordnun~ un~ Zeitgeist: EinP Darstellun~
de?' Gedar;ken Jererdas Got th·; l!'s Uber Ek::ht 1..:~,;: 3taa t(bonn: H. liouvie=
'1. Co. Verlag, 1960), 21-JJ.
Ma.y"caurr. examines Gotthelf' s :political
views.

10
:;r~rt,

explain the c::-iticisrr. !'ram the Pietis t-Chris tiars.
FurthermoYe, I will sho;; thilt both secondary and ;rirnary virtues

a::!:'e actively preser:.t in Uli as eya.mples for all reaC.ers.

virtues exist,

3.S

The secondary

will be evi.de!'lt from the text, to help one lead the

Christian life in a concrete, tanGible way.

The practical application

of religion was of central importance to Gotthelf.

He considered the

Pietis is, having their birth i:i the Erweckum::s bewef:uni;, "zllgellose
Schvtc!.rmerei", and he fought against what he considered their affected

2
piety. 3 The actual practice of the secondary virtues then leads one
to the primary virtues, which i!'l turn bring out the godliness in human
beings.

The acquisition and practice of these virtues bring not just

hope for salvation in the next life, but also a state of happiness in
this one.
The last. two sentences of the above paragraph explain the
perspective this thesis will take of UJ_J.

In this interpretation the

influence cf Calvinism may seemingly become manifest in the work, and
yet I do not believe that Gotthelf is arguing that those who have
success in this life are the ones whom God favors and are thus
assured salvation.

Calvinism, with its teachings of predestination,

didn't make much sense to Gotthelf, according to Guggisberg. 24 But,
showing Old Testament influence, Gotthelf does argue in

1Ui that

those who are virtuous will be blessed and prosper, while those who

2
are sinful will not. 5 One can observe how Uli's inner transformation

2

3:sayer, Theologische

24

2

cuggis
· b er0~ ,

5This is

~uellen, 426.

Further explanations, 426-31.

"'"'
. · +..,er:twri
·
· un
· rl
b en, 104 •
"'1x1s
. . . Le

wh~t Keller sees as Jewish rather than Christian.

11

is accom:panied by out-ward., er.ipirieal evidence of his spi..citu2,l :progress.
h.s his faith in his master, himself, and God. increases, so does his
mate::..~ia.l

condition.

This,however, hap-pens only a:ter Uli has put

certain secon'.Sary virtues to the test and :found that they work.
example, his maste:i:- tries to teach him thrift.

After much struggling,

Uli finds it beneficial and thereby gains faith.
spiritual are intertwined.
Keller observes as

For

The material and the

This is another a.spect that, I believe,

J~dentu~

ir: eli.

this relationship very clear.

Gotthelf makes the importance of

Mayb:;.um quotes Gotthelf:

Das Leben ist der Einsatz, den ich von Gott erhc.lten, den
Himmel mi t ihm zu gewinner... Das Htkhste, was dem Menschen
au: :S:cden zu erringen gegeben ist, ist die Vereinigi.mg- des
Himmels ~it der Erde, ist die Gemeinschaft mit dem Yater
droben.

Then May1:aum explains:

"Der r•;er.sch muss danach streben, die ewige

Seligkeit im Himmel zu erringen.

Das ist der Sinn des ganzen

menschlichen Lebens bei Gotthelf immer wieder. 1126

"Worldly" then is

a false perspective that excludes the real role of the secondary virtues

in the eventual salvation

o: rli.

Keller, i:1 spite

o:

his criticism,

had to ad.mi t that t.lis was a Christian notion of salvation.
writes:

He

"Fragen wir nun nach dem Frinzip, zu welchem hinauf und durch

welches Gotthelf

sein~n

Uli gerettet hat, so finden wir ein strenges,

positives Christentum." 27

It is Uli's salvation which is at

Gotthelf does see relevance in the Old Testament for Christianity.
Guggisberg writes: .. Gotthelf liebt das •• J.lte Testament ••• "
(Ibid., 55.)

26 Vaybaum, Gottesordnunh, 4J-4.
27pKeller,

+ •

' . .. .

S~m .,llc:he we:-•~e.

,... ?,....
J:
9~ r.
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stake; those same virtues v;!iich lead to material well-being also lead to
an acquisition of the: three ;:rimary virtues a.r:d to ultimate salvation.
Material gain is seen as a. blessing :rom God; the reward for leading a
virtuous Christian life is cestowed in this life as well as the next.
In Uli, Gotthelf s'.lows us a God who is not aloof from the affairs of
mankind, but who is directly and immediately involved with the hero's
salvation.

Uli finds his happiness in the process of his being led to

salvation.

At the e;id of Uli, after Uli is ms.rried and has attai;ied

the mastership of the Glunpge, the connection between the worldly and
the spiritual is made clear:
Und es stunden wiederum d.ie Sterne am Himmel, a.ls nach recht
innigem Abschied, wie er selten von Nichtverwandten genommen ~ird,
de::r mutige Kohli ein gllickliches faar rasch davonfUhrte - dem
Himmel zu.28
Happiness in this life and salvation in the next are found through
the same means.

They are both gained through leading a virtuous life.

To further substantiate this from the text, there is a key quote, which
will also be addressed in the second chapter.
Da.s Weltliche und das rechte Geistliche sind viel n~her bei
einander als die meisten Leute glauben. Sie meinen, um recht
wohl zu sein auf der '.Vel t, r.ilisse man das Christen tum an den Nagel
h~n~en; und das ist gerade das Gegenteil.29
The virtues then become, as a model in Uli, the means of leading
everyone to both happiness in this life and salvation in the next.
This novel is meant to teach

1.<S

exactly that.

''Merke dir das, lieber

Lesert"JO
2,R
~Gotthelf, S~~tliche

Werke, 4:JB?.

29 Ibid.,
.
4: J?6.
JOThese ar9 Gotthelf's last words iu ~li, Ibid., 4:J87.

Ci-IA l'TSR II

Tll2 TSXT

This chapter will be an attempt to prove the thesis directly from
the text.

The character development of Uli is central to this proof.

The development takes ;;lace chronologically from the beginning of the
novel.

TI1is transl tion is the focus of the book.

story of "wie Uli de::- Knecf:t glUcklich wird."

It is, after all, a

Since it is Uli's

development and actual process toward ha.ppiness and salvation that is
be inc traced, it is necessary to fellow the text sequentially rather
than to:;iically, i.e. examining C.ifferent as:;iects of the novel sep?..rately.
The latter will be done in a subsequent chapter.
The nature of Uli's development also does not allow us to
construct a mathematical flow chart which would list all the secondary
virtues next to all the ?rimary virtues each one could lead to.

The

development is rather spiral, with many of the virtues interrelated.
Each time Uli exercises faith, he rrakes some progress, but it takes
much more faith to go on with his next stage of development.

He

exercises more secondary virtues because his faith has increase1.

In

t~..a.t

turn, his faith has increased because he sees that the practice of the
secondary virtues was rewarded.
By following the text from beginning to end, it will become
evident why Cotthel:' did not let Uli find hap:piness.
becomes happy.

Rather, Uli

This becoming ir.plies effort, hard work, having nothing

14

to do with luck.

t.: li, h::LVinc pract:_cally no fa 1th c. t r-i.11 in the

beginr:ing, later develO})S f:ii t:i ar:d love throuch the :;::ractice of the
sec::mdary virtues.

:r:ie fa.i th a!'ld love he develops brim':

~;im

not only

the beautiful Vreneli, but also a strong, :positive relationship with
God.
The story begins when Johannes, the Boden'ta.uer, arises at 4:JO
a.m. to do the feeding, because his farmha.nd, Uli, "ist erst nach der.
zweien heimgekomme!1 ur.d noch die Steip,e herab;-;efallen, a.ls er ins Gaden
~~

wollte. n).1.

We are introduced to an Uli who is wasteful, drinks too

rmch, and spends t5..me with c-. girl of loose r::oral ch.:.racter.
Johannes' wife,

Lisi,

encourases Johannes to talk with Cli in the StUbli,
~?

which he fully intends to do.__,.._,
Gotthelf then digresses into an explanation of the farmer
aristocracy, o:f which Johannes is a part.
the character of Johannes.

Ir.. doini:; so, he reveals

The reprimand Uli receives is given in a

fatherly way, making sure that justice prevails.

"Von

Selbstbeherrschung und ruhigen Gemessenheit in solchen
man sich kaum eine Vorstellung zu machen." J3
virtues: justice, self-control, and temperance

d~~

H~usern

vermag

These three secondary
exercised. by

Johannes, set the atmosphere for the talk with Gli.
JiGotthelf,

S~mtliche Werke, 4:7.

J2According to Neuenschwander, there are certain places in the
literature of Gotthelf where confidentiality, trust and faith can be
built. The StUbli is one of those places, a room which by the very
sound of its name conveys a feeling of warmth and security. See
Martin Neuenschwafider, Jere~ias Gotthelf als Dichter der Ordnung
(Zfirich: Juris Verlag, 19b~;, 12J.

JJGotthelf, S~~tliche ~a~~e, L:9.
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Jotannes' tcclk with Cli remains without success.

Cli's head is

still not clear from his drinking of the night before, and he is
rebellious.
;~fter

Johannes, on the other hand., rem::.ins calm anc: composed.

Uli' s tead clea:rr, u:;-;, his conscience sta:rt3 to bother him.
Here we clearly see that the seed for

through a role model of virtuous behavior.

U li' s

p:·oc;ress is planted

His master creates an

environment in which Cli becomes acutely aware of his moral inferiority
and therefore his conscience sta:-ts to bothe::::- him.
the case in his premarital relations with Anne Lisi.

This is especie.lly
His master makes

it clear to him that the responsibility for an eventual pregnancy
could fall on him just as well as any of the others she is h:l.ving
relations with.
Gotthelf now explains to the reader that passion and love are
not necessarily synonymous.

In fact, Uli was not capable of real love

at this staee of his life.

"iJem es vielleicht auffallen mag, dass Uli

solche Angst vor Anne Lisi hatte, dass seine Liebe zu demselben so
schnell vergangen schien, dem muss ich bemerken, cl.ass Cli gar keine
Liebe ba tte. "J4
Uli, the antithesis of Johannes, is now being prepared for
Johannes' influence.

An internal effect begins with an appeal to the

individual's conscience, an internal system of
wrong.

me~suring

right and

We need to note here, however, that Uli's repulsion of l.nne

J4Gotthelf continues: "Er geh~rte unter die vielen, vielen Bursche,
welche aus Grosstuerei die leidige Sitte des Kiltganges treiben so
frllh mBglich; ••• Bei ihnen wird nie Liebe sichtbar, sota.ld ein Wc!dchen
1
. an klat·
'Tl..,
. th e noc t urna_1 visi
' " t to
sie
, g , • • • "Ib"d
1 • , 14 •
... .. e ''-i
!'c~ t gang is
a girl by a young ma:J.. Gotthe:lf spoke stron[:Jy against this practice.
1
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U.si is still a self-centered one.
fiscal and legal

insurmountable

re:~;:r;on.::iibility

burdr~n

to him

~t

His motivation is not to bear the

o:f a pregnancy which would be an

this stage of his life.

It, in fact,

would mean his ruination.
Johannes' motivation lies :herein, :h-;.t he ·w'3.nts to help Uli get
closer to God, and he does this out of his
nei~'J'bors,

love of God and his

accordinc t::> Christian tradition the tw-:-· greatest

commandments.
concerning

0¥.Yl

':'hi::;

~:oint

is brou;ht

01~t

by the foll:->id.!lg ';uote

Joh~;~n:nes:

.>'.Jer wenn er des Uli gedachte, und wie cler I.iebe 8ott ihn so
filrstlich a.usr:e::>tattet mit Gesundheit unC. Kraft, unc -..:ie "Jli
seines :Jch~:;;fers so zanz verc,esse, so schn~de seine GabeYJ.
misbrauche, so wurde er c;2~nz wehmUtig t:nd stund oft und hnge still,
sinnend, was er i~~ wohl_sagen sollte, dass er wieder werde eir.
l'reis seines Sch~pfers. J)
ilhatever methods he applies, their ultimate goal is to lead Uli
to a positive relationship with God.

If this is kept in mind - that

all the carrots being later dangled in front cf Uli are motivational
devices lea.ding to this goal - then the pietistic claims of worldliness
in the work become very questionable.

It would seem rather that these

Pietists, as well as anyone else who criticized this work as being too
worldly, either didn't understand or rejected Gotthelf's notion of the
relationship between the temporal and the spiritual.

Gotthelf is also

very realistic in showing that it generally takes more than mere sermons
to convert a totally world-oriented, ungodly individual.
be methods.

There have to

These methods are, in this case, the secondary virtues

which can bring one to a condition of respect and well-being.
3.5roid., 16.

The
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ungodly sees no further than the material rewa.rd for his application of
the seccndary virtues, but the true Christian knows that it is not the
only reward..
to God.

These virtues

do

not only lead to wo:::·ldly s"J.ccess but also

"Das rechte weltliche Gllkk und das himmlische Gllkk werden

a1'J:ura t auf dem gleichen Wege gefunden ... J6
To further establish Johannes' role as a type of priest for his
entire household, and especially for l!li, Gotthelf :;iuts the following
words in his mouth:
und er wolle ihnen geradeaus sagen, dass kein Heister einem
Dienst trauen kBnLe, der Gott aus dern Sinn geschlagen habe und
Gott untreu geworder. sei, Qb man dann er;,rarten k5nne, dass er
Menschen treu sein wercie?"J7
Two aspects

~re

born out by this quote.

First, the secondary

virtues of trust and loyc.lty are introduced, the latter is of central
importance as it establishes the :positive relationships in Uli's future
that allow him to exercise some of the other virtues.38 The second
aspect is the assumption that a relationship with God is more valued
than one with fellow human beings.

Therefore, if one does not have or

breaks a relationship with God, how can that person be trusted in his
J6Ibid. , J81.
37Ibid., 17. Karl Feh::::' explains this role in these terms:
"Die Familie ist nicht nur eine biologische oder soziale Organisation,
sondern ein religiBses Phllnomen." Karl Fehr, Das Bild des Menschen bei
Jeremias Gotthelf(Frauenfeld: Verlag Huber & Co. A.G., 1953), 265.
Mayraurr. e:1lightens us further: "In einem ch::::'istlichen Hause dagegen ist
der Vater der Priester und das Haus sein h.ltar." See Mayreum,
Gottesordnung, 78.

38cotthelf's own analysis of

rli credited this virtue as the
central virtue of the work. In the foreword to Uli der PMchter he
writes: "Der erste Teil dieses Buches e~thielt die Gesctichte eines
Knechtes, welcher durch Treue aus einem Kr1echte zum Meister wurde."
See Gotthelf, F~chter, 427.
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or her relationship with other peop::.e?
twist to an apho:rism we::.1-known to the

This

2eems

Christic~n

to be

E~n

2.xioma tic

world: "Denn wer seinen

Bruder nicht liebt, den er sieht, wie kann er Gott lieben, den er nicht
"0

sieht?".J/

Gotthelf here seems to s-tanc that argument on its heaC. and

say, if one is not loyal tc God

w'.-1011:

one hasn't see:n, tow can one be

lo.;,'O:,l to a brotter whom one has seer...
This loyalty between a person and Cod is what .Jor.annes would like

It is obvious, however, that Uli is not

his entire household to have.
even close to that ideal.

It is this process of getting there that

makes U:tJ the storyline of this novel.
v.ihile Johannes am:

~li

wait for a cow to give birth to a calf,

an opportunity presents itself to speak privately.

Uli expresses his

conviction that he will never amount to anything in this world and
that one will not allow him to experience the only joys he can afford
. l"i f e.
in

"1°
f'
1s -1-h
u i .ee
..,. a..,+ smo k ing, d r ...~ nKT,. . n0- , an d ""h
. , .e Ki lt png are "'h
t. e
0

0

only pleasurable aspects of life he will ever be allowed to experience.
Johannes is quick to explain to him the errors of his perception of
those experiences as joyful.
Aber, Uli, was ist das fUr eine F:::-eude, wenn man darauf eine
ganze Woche nirgends sein·darf, es einem nirgends wohl ist? Was
ist d.as fUr eine Freude, die einem fUr das g~nze Leben elend und
ungrncklicll machen kann? Solche Freuden sind des 'Ieufels
Lock~gel. O
Johannes makes allowances for joy and pleasure in life, but admonishes
Uli to find joy in things which are good and allowed.

Johannes is not

teaching austerity or feigned piety, but temperance and self-control,

J?1. Johannes iv.20.

40 eott'ne lf , ::>a.my
"'" ·1·icr.e
, ..,verKe,
.
4 : 2°'-'•
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virtues which he a lrf:ady possesses.
He wa!'lts to a waker. the .'.:::ii th in

rli. Since Uli does not as yet

ruve a trust relationship with God, his master will serve as God's
proxy, or better se.ld, his priest.

Uli, seeir.g that the way he has

lived so far has not gotten him ar.ywhere in life, h-1s concluded that
he'll never amount to anything.
virtue, faith, in his master.
as

He is now asked to exercise a primary

Johannes tells him his situation is not

red as he thinks, "Wen!'l du es nur glauben wolltest." 1.J.1 Furthermore,

he tells him to change his lifestyle so he can become a man.

He tries

to motivate him by telling him that there have been many who haven't
had ;riore than Uli and r.ow have "Haus und Hof und

St~ll und War. 1142

Faith is what eventually brought these people to success, but being
a ?rimary virtue, it is precisely what Uli is still lacking.

His

master's tellin,g Uli that the latter's primary problem is a lack of
faith and were he to change his belief the outcome would also be
different, is still too abstract for Uli.
of luck in the success stories of Johannes.

Uli insists on the element
Johannes, in turn,

becomes resolute to help Uli achieve the virtue of faith.

This is

progressively achieved through the secondary virtues.
Uli insists he earns too little, needs too many clothes, and has
debts.

His conclusion is that in such a situation saving will amount to

nothing.

Johannes now recalls what he has learned from a minister

that will be helpful in changing Uli's attitude.

It is significant

that Gotthelf puts the advice for conquering life in the words of a
41
·rbid., 29.
42

Ibid., 29 •
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minister.

The cer:tr:::J.l theme is still loyalty a!'l.d serves to enlighten

us as to the role of this seconde.ry virtue.

The rr:.2tster, paraphrasing

the minister of his youth relays the following:
Alle Menschen empfingen von Gott zwei grosse Kapitale, die man
zinsbar zu m~chen habe, n~mlich Kr~fte und Zeit. Durch gute
'~n~endung derselben rr:Ussten wir das zeitliche und ewige Leben
gewinnen. 43
Uli now hears an explanation that many have nothing on which to exert
their strength or with which to occupy their time

~roductively.

These

people then ler.d their strength and time to those who have too much
work but not enough strength and time.
that is the meaning of serving.

They do this for payment and

Most servants, however, regard this

serving as an unfortunate situation and perceive their master as an
enemy and suppresscr.

These servants then deem it an advantage to

do as little as possible and waste as much time as possible.

Thereby

they become disloyal, because they are keeping from the master that
which he bought, namely their time.
punishment.

This disloyalty brings its own

When one is disloyal toward a master, one is also

disloyal toward oneself.

Habits and attitudes are formed which keep

such a person from making any progress and amounting to anything.
From this explanation we can see that Gotthelf's world is not
compartmentalized into economics, family life, and religion.
are integral parts of life.
Heaven can be observed.

They

Here again the linking of Earth with

Earthly and eternal life are won the same

way, by the application of time and strength.

In other words, what one

does with the capital God has endowed makes the difference between

41-

-'l bid. , 30.
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success ar:d failure.

Loyalty is central to this 3.p:i:;2.icc.tion because

loyalty determines the actions and attitude of the servant.
21

It develops

:pattern of behavior which can bring success both ir: the temporal and

. the spiritual realm.

If one is disloyal, or i:f' trar.sfe:cred into the

primary virtue level, unfaithful, the consequences stay with such a
person "bis vor Gottes Richterstuhl."

44

These habits don't only

determine our temporal existence but also our potential salvation,
according to Gotthelf.
The virtues which make someone into a good

C~istian

are the same

ones that bring us success and rightful recognition, i.e. respect in
the world.

Such a synthesis of Ea.rth and Heaven, although widely

4

recognized by critics, is still cause of much confusion. 5 Yet this is
exactly what Johannes is trying to teach Uli.
What the"master says, i.e. words alone, do not make enough of an

44Ibid., 31.
4

5Ma.yl:aum writes: "Auch wendet er sich scharf gegen Sensualismus
und Diesseitsfreude ••• Gotthelfs Weltanschauung bleibt aber fest im
Jenseits verhaftet, ••• " See Mayta.UJ~, Gottesordnung, 26. Yet Fetrr sees
a break with a Jenseitsorientierung starting with Uli. Looking at the
factor of antim~te=ialism he writes: "So hebt Gott~e~f mit dem UliRoman den Eindruck eines einseitingen Antimaterialismus ••• auf," (see Fehr,
Das 3ild, 2_56.) It is interesting that whether ~tis an issue of
naterialism, piety, or any number cf other items, there usually seem to
be two divergent perceptions of where Gotthelf stood. Somehow a
synthesis seems to be difficult to accept. One has to believe in either
evolution or creationism; one is either materialistic or antimaterialistic. For this work such a black and white perspective is inadequate.
This can be seen in the various labels attached to Gotthelf. He's been
called a naturalist, a realist, a proponent of Heimatdichtung, of
Dorfliteratur, and yet romantic aspects are found in his writings.
Timewise, Gotthelf belongs to the Biedermeierzeit, but quite frankly,
many scholars don't know where he fits. It is the same with the topics
of his writing. Much of the confusion comes from trying to find a
single label for Gotthelf.
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im;act on Uli.

He is given an ultimatum to change 0r f inC. another job.

After this talk, both of them assume that UH is stayin5 without another
exchange of words.

Uli thinks about his master's words, but not u.Dtil

confronted with the

~ossicle

actions do they make a

s~ront;

reality of potential outcomes of his :p'lst
impact.

An.."1.e Lisi appears out in the field where Uli is working.
von einer Schlange gebissen fuhr

~li

Vaterschaft und ••• hatte ein bBses

auf ••• Er gedachte seiner

"Wie
mB~lichen

Ge~issen gegen ihns." 46 Uli is still

totally in the worldly realm and sees the potential

conse~uences

this perspective.

breaks off his

He is very uncomfortable now

~nd

relationship, thereb'J c;aining additional secondary virtues.

from

He becomes

cbaste and undergoes a moral purification, and even though his behavior
is

secularly motivated this has ::;>ositive spiritual conse:1uences.

here on Vli engages in no more premarital sexual relations.

From

Although

the impetus to cha.nge came out of fear of a :pregnancy that would be
ruinous for Uli, the acquired virtues of self-control and chastity will
later be continually supported by other virtues.
of Johannes has now

assu.~ed

The original warning

a degree of reality in Uli's mind and forms

a base for a small amount of trust on which Uli can later build some
faith in his master, thus setting the stage for his spiritual progress.
Now that Uli has become chaste, he starts to think about the
words of his master regarding loyalty.
mentioned virtues.

Thrift now joins the already

Ea.ch secondary virtue can degenerate and become

negative by being carried to its extreme; in the case of thrift, the
L'.{·~ cotthelf,

_____:__.__

S!rntliche Wrrke,

_.,,
4:~7.
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ex-'.:,!'er:E' is aVOl.ricc.
s~1ow

Generosity is the lnlance ;.i:-iich johar.:1es uses to

t:ood.will toward lJli.

After a day's work they stop at an

.!ohannes buys i:;ood 1dne, not the chea. pest.
. c::mve:·sa tional.

and

Thereby Uli becomes

The topic of discussion is ( li 's ear:>.ings.

never understood how to save money.

ir;-

l.'. l i has

No m3. tter how he 2.dcled it up, he

needed all his money -clus some more.

He tells Johannes that his :ormer

riinister rn3.y have imown a lot of things but could.::i't have had any idea
what an crC.inar; :armr...::.nd earns.

thrifty.

:tis m3.ster r.ow shows hi:r. how he car. he

The ten Kreuzer which U l i usuc.lly spends for pleasure should

net be sper:t at all.

Johannes demands a commitment to a total change.

He explains that just cutting bacI: a little won't do any good •

.3oon he

would :ind himself back in his old habits.
Dann kommt der Nachdurst, und du musst andere Abenden nachbessern
und verlierst immer mehr allen Glauben, dass du dir je aufhelfen
kBnntest, wirst a114 Tage liederlicher und verzweifelst immer
mehr ar. dir selbst. 7
To build faith in oneself or someone else requires action, a total
commitment, not a halfhearted trying.
one cf a naive pietistic belief.
Built on what?
savings.

Gotthelf's idea of faith is not

Faith is made to happen; it is built.

The secondary virtues.

Thrift will result in actual

The result shows that the initial little trust was not

misplaced and thereby increases one's faith.
Johannes keeps enough distance to allow Uli to make his own
decisions, because the action has to originate with the person needing
to gain the faith.

Fehr also substantiates this.

"Denn die Art, wie

Johannes seinem Knecht iegenUbertritt wird allein von der christlichen
1...,

'-+'ribid.' 4:41.
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Agape bestimmt ••• was da als geisti;er Leib geboYen wsrden soll, ist kein
.
.
. ., .
.
'4,3
i\.ufzwin?en e1genWl.!..llger GedanKen. '

.
.
. . .
Althougr1. !'""""' en.r
r::e:.tions "this in

conjunction with the symbolism he sees in the birth
. earlier instance, and Gli' s spiritual
insight

throughout.

rebh~th,

o:

the calf, an

this is :part of Johannes'

He can only be a catalyst for change; Uli has

to do the actual cb.anging.
If Johannes also represents God, then Jesperson's

com~ents

also

become very meaningful.
Although God may intervene in the lives of ~en, he does this only
to chastise and to direct, never to determine. The decision to
accept or reject this divine assistance is always, in the final
analysis, man's decision. This means in effect that the de4ermining
factor in man's salvation is not irresistible divine grace. 9
Free will then pl;:i.ys a very sir,ni:'icant role in UE 's developnent.
Even though Johannes confrcnts Uli with choices and. d0cisions to r.:e..ke,
he is never ccferci ve.
Just like loyalty is connected with faith, Johannes' generosity
is linked with the Christian love of ones fellow human being.

To

teach Uli this idea, Johannes tells the story of a man he met on the
road to a market and quotes this man to illustrate the balance between
being a spendthrift and greediness.

Du musst nicht glauben, dass ich dabei ein wlJsster Gythung sei.
Es ist schon mancher z'leerem von grossen Eauernhl!.usern weggegangen
und hat bei mir erhalten, was er nBtig hatte. Ich habe nadisch
nicht vergessen, wer mir den Segen zu meiner Arbeit gegeben hat,
und wem ich bald Rechnung ablegen muss.50
4

~ehr, Das Bild, 260. ,

4
9Robert Clifford Jesperson, "Jeremias Gotthelf and the Christian
Order: a Study of Gotthelf's Social Philosophy as it Relates to his
Theology.'' Diss. Stanford 1966, 60.
50Gotthelf, S1imtliche Werke, 4:42-J.
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This "A bar.a be einer Rechmmg" b..as its theological foundation in that one
is accountable to God for

2~11

one's worldly :possessions, since they are

only given us on loan for this lifetime.

Thrift is here used to enable

a person to better exercise neighborly love, not as an eni in itself,
or to gain riches for riches' sake.

Again a secondary virtue, thrift,

supports a primary virtue, love, leading one closer to God.

This is

especially the case when considering oneself a steward over things God
has entrusted one with for a br:i.ef lifetimeo
Johannes knows that he b.as to help Uli increase his faith.
therefore asks Uli to follow his advice,

He

Obedience can now be added as

an additional second.E.ry virtue; not unquestioning servility, but a
conscious decision to place trust in someone else that they will lead
one in a way that is best for oneself,

As extra encouragement for

obedience there is again a material reward waiting,

Johannes tells

Uli that if he will believe and obey him, he will be out of debt by the
end of the year, and the following year he will have a surplus.
Furthermore, Johannes says that if Uli will believe and obey him, there
is no reason why he coi.;.ldn' t give Uli a raise in his earnings.

"Denk

daran Uli: je besser die Gewohnheit, je besser der Name, desto besser
auch deY Lohn."5l

Although the reward Uli has in mind at this point is

strictly material, he will, of course, also gain spiritual rewards in
the process.
and obedient.

Uli is doubtful abJut his own ability to be believing
Consequently, Johannes challenges him to try it for a

month,
This seemingly worldly 1:ait, i.e. the promise of better r;ay and
51Ibid,, 4:44.
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freedom from indebtedness, is not only t:li 's motivat::on materially but
also leads him closer to God.
Und es gins recht ordentlich manchen Sonntag lango Der Uli ;ing
wieder zKilchen und d;.:;.c'."lte daran, dass er ein Mensch sei, und dass
er auch selig i-;e:cden mBchte. Er fing an zu ;laube::, dass der
Meister doch etwa.s recht haben m~chtl; denn weni;stens zwei
Neutaler hlttte er frUher iQ dieser Zeit fUr nichts ausgegeben,
die er noch im Sdck hatte • .52
Uli has empirical proof in his pocket that what his master tells him
is true.

Yet his :aith in his master is still qualified with the word

"etwas".

The sentence is furthermore in the subjunctive mood,

connotinr, doubt.

The growth in faith is definitely evident, however.

His faith in himself increases and with i t comes a feeling of self-worth
that causes him to think of higher goals than the material, he concerns
himself with his possible salvation and starts going to church again.
Through the prospect of worldly success the prospect of spiritual
salv~tion

becomes a simultaneous and connected concern of Uli.

Uli

wants to be saved, but he needs tangible proof that what his master
says is true.

For Gotthelf faith is not limited to Christian mysticism.

Faith, for him, is a power, or energy, toward sanctification.

In

matters of faith he doesn't distinguish between worldly and spiritual
spheres; they are closely tied together.
As soon as Uli lets the already mentioned virtues operate as
~~sitive

forces in his life, other people try to interfere and lead

him a-way from his new path.

Johannes is not an obtrusive individual;

he does not involve himself in other people's business without being
asked, yet he is wise and not naive.
_52Ibid., 44-5.

As a weapon against the attempts
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of others to make Lili ho:::,tile toward him, he uses the virtue of love.

.. "'-.."'"'
~

braucht viel Kraft und viel Klucheit, solche Kcm:;::lotte zu

und viel Liebe urn: vi el aufrichti{:':e
zu

b.ssen,"

c:~

says Jch:'nmes ...... _,,

virtues that are to influence

:t
:~li

zerst~ren,

sie nicht aufkomme:l

~:ohlmeinenhei t,

ae;ain is t'."le exemplification o:: the
in a positive way.

Uli's faith is not yet strong and he begins to listen to those
unfriendly forces.
dissatisfied and

While they are influencint, him, he becomes

ill-hu.~ored.

within his own breast.

The classic Faustian struggle ensues

But pe::::-haps

c.:.

more apt description would be

that of the basic human struggle between two different dispositions.
Cn the one side is his good master who has proven to Uli that if he

would listen to him there would be hope in store.

On the other side

those who want to sow disco:d between iJli and. his master by trying to
convince hin: that Johannes is or.ly using

~irr.,

that through t:li's

ef:orts, it is Johannes who is "the re:::.:!. -;)enei'ici2ry.
sc:.:ficient experience now that he
negative influences.

doe~

3ut TJli has

r:ot ::.m:nediately succumb to the

His character has acquired a certain debree of

bde:;er:de!'lt strength at this roi!"lt.

Er sah doch, dass auf des Meisters Seite die grBssere
Gutmeinenheit sei, und dass wenn er diesem gehorche, es ihm besser
gehe, und wenn auch der Meiste:- ~iutzen bl!tte van seiner guten
Auf~~hr~ng, so hlitt54er selbst doch noch den grBssten und
bleibenaeren d.avon.
This is quite a different disposition than at the beginning of
the novel.

Uli is now accepting the additional responsibilities he is

53Ibid., 4: 46.
_54Ibid., 4:46.
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entrusted with as ar:

o;r;x)rtur~ity

to see hope for the fi.:ture.

:fo::- his own benefit.

He

is a"';)le now

'dhat else could be meant bei "bleibend.eren

!h.:.tzen" than quaJj "c,ies and experiences to be used sonetime in the
:f'utL:::e.

!f cne antic:'..pates scnething being useful in the future, there

is an inplicit expecta.tion of a. positive experience, a cong_uering, an

overconing of some challenge.

Uli is now strongly considering such a

positive future, an:i '.t would not at all be amiss to assert that at this
point Gli is acq uirir.
already U..'1dergone

J.

the primary vh:-tue o: hc.pe.

"Ey now

1Jlj_

has

c-rea t change.

Eis faith is not yet complete, howeve:::-, 2.nd as Gotthelf writes:
"Es kam ir.m vor, als ob zwei Kg_chte sich um seine Seele stritten, fast
- • h
• gu t er una• ein
• i...U
gleic.sam
ein
uuser

1

,-.
~nge,

• d
• h h a~en
h
und- Jeer
i.n
wo llt e. tt55

This strug;le continues on through still nany events.
Uli is not yet convinced of '.'lis master's propitiousness and allows
himself to be talked into a 3urnusssniel by old friends.

Johannes

counsels against it but l!li 's old friends lead him to believe that his
mastey

w~nts

plays.

to keep him at home to get more work out of him.

Uli

His team looses and has to JB.Y the bill at the tavern for the

other town's team.

A fight breaks out and Uli's clothes Get destroyed.

Because of that and the big bill at the tavern, he feels that frugality
was not worth the troutle.

"Er hatte allen Mut verloren, ••• .,55 Uli,

who had up to this point practiced the virtue of frugality now
misunderstands why it doesn't work for him.
to empirical proof.
CJ'.

..;_,Ibid., 4: 46.
56Tb"
•
.L ld. '

4 : ')"J •

His faith is still linked

The others who took part in the fight now want
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to make Uli solely respcnsible for that fight by taking advantage of his
illiteracy and making; him

sis~l

a

statement, bla.minc him for all the

da;nages and in effect financlally destroying ::im.
that people could

~ssibly

be so tad.

L' 1i does net believe

Johannes, although somewhat

angry and indignant, co:r.tinues his goodwill toward Gli; he remains
the example of positive virtues.

ifna t follows is an .. I told you so"

lecture, in which Uli receives the exhortation to be obedient and have
faith in Johannes.

However, Uli only believes later when he discovers

the actual content of the letter.
t'li is now ready to pror:iise loyalty to his master in return for

which Johannes helps hin out of his predicament.

Just as God can only

help and influence those who accept him, so Johannes exposes Uli to
the virtues of faith, loyalty, and goodwill by making his help
l
•
theoretically qondi tional, ,:newing
full well that Uli had nowhere

else to turn to for hel?•

This is expressed in the following quotation:

'Das kBmmt darauf an,' sagte der Meister; 'wenn du mir diesmal
glauben willst, dich nicht willst misstreu machen, aufreisen lassen,
so verspreche ich, dir hinauszuhelfen. Willst du aber den anderen
wiederum mehr glauben als mir, so kannst du meinethalb; siehe dann,
wie es dir geht! Ich habe es dir im voraus gesagt, wie das Ding
auslaufen werde; aber du hattest zu den anderen mehr Glauben als zu
mir.57
Johannes sets up a situation in which Uli has to make a total
commitment.

This he does and Johannes functions as an intermediary

for Uli, who finally acknowledges his error and increases his faith in
his master.

The level of faith which Uli reaches is attained through

Johannes' iatience and goodwill.

He is the catalyst who, with the use

of the secondar1 virtues leads Uli to the primary virtues.
5?Ibid., 4;68.
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Uli

!'low

betters :'limself

He utilizes the secondary

;~or,ressively.

virtues, especially :rug<::.li ty, to his benefit.

He begins to read,

specifically the Bible and the calendar, the two literary staples of
the Emmer.taler farmer.

Johannes allows Dli to visit the Stube, the

sanctuary of the f::;,rmhouse, and becomes more and. more a father figure,
not only spiritually, but also temporally.

He teaches him about

agriculture and eve:7thing attendant to it and gives Uli increasingly
more responsibility.

Uli does not feel

it as an apprenticeship and recognizes

ta~en

advantage of but perceives

e~ements

of his own character

d.eve lopment.
Through Uli's now virtuous living, he is continually brought
closer to God by a Christian mastero
on the other servants.

Uli's change also has its effect

They all start to have an "appetite" for the

word of God and like to hear the serr.ions.

Bible study becomes an

integral part of their activities, including discussions at table,
perhaps following Luther's model.
he is quickly reprirrar.ded

by

If someone feels the urge to mock,

the others.

Sie wurden dabei sich immer mehr bewusst, dass es doch etwas Hohes
und Bedeutendes sei, ein Christ zu sein, und dass ein christlicher
Knecht doch viel besser daran sei als ein heidnischer lilinig, der
nicht recht wisse, warwn er auf der Welt sei, ~hrend der
christliche Knecht doch wisse, dass ey da sei, um Sin Kind Gottes
zu werden und das Himmelreich erblich zu erweben.5
In this way Gotthelf now describes not just Uli, but all of
Johannes' servants on whom Uli now has a positive effect.

Uli, through

his virtuous behavior, now becomes a Christian and steps on the pa.th
toward salvation.

58Tbi
d.
~ -

..

4: 81.
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Uli becomes loyal, thankful, thrifty, industrious, and humble, all
secondary virtues.

Everything goes well with Uli and, "Er M.tte nie

geglaubt, dass c!as Geld so darhalten k8nne; ..... 59 Uli's humility and
.gratitude is also evident in his change of attitude toward his salary.
Whereas before he complained about not making enough money, now it seems
to him he doesn't earn what he gets.

"Uli meinte, der Meister hl!tte ihm

schon zuviel gegeben, und alles dUrfte er nicht nehmen, er hlltte es
nicht verdient."

60 Uli has acquired many secondary virtues which are

of great benefit to his progress.

As he practices them he gains an

immediate reward which reenforces his faith that he has placed in
their efficacy.
Yet Uli still makes mistakes.
complete.

His trust in his master is not yet

He wants to increase his monetary worth and lends out his

money against the wise counsel of Johannes.

He is impatient and seeks

to become rich immediately now that he has experienced some success.
Naturally, he doesn't see any of his loaned money again, excepting a
small portion which his master collects for him after Uli pleads with
him to do so.

of patience.

Uli now makes his acquaintance with the secondary virtue
He has seen some of the fruits of his labor and is now

impatient, anxious to get on in life.
balance, Johannes counsels him.

Still having to learn the proper

" ••• diese Ungeduld ists, was so viele

Menschen um Hab und Gut bringt ••• Warte nur einige Jahre, lege immer zu,
so wirst du sehen, zu welchem Kapital du kommen wirst. " 61 The secondary
59Ibid., 4: 85.
60ibid., 4: 85.
6l!bid., 4s91.
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virtues in and of :.hemselves, if carried to thei:r extreme, can turn
negJ. ti ve.

To keep tb:rift from becoming a va.rice and greediness, TB- tience

is required as a bal::r:c:'.nc; factor.

Gotthelf's realis:"c ag.::.b comes

through i:n the reco;ni tion that i t will take years fer Ul.i to achieve
his r-02.1.

This is not one of those Horatio Alger stories in which an

unrealistically good protagonist fights against the odds and "chance,
or let us say Providence, brought him a liberal patroness. 1162

Nor is

there any of Alger's melodrama, overnight rags to riches, superficial
characters er statements such as: "He looks honest •.. 53 Gotthelf does
not r.Tite unrealistically moralisin[" stories such as Alger will be doine;

He doesn't give the reader any false notions of

later in America.

getting rich quickly.

It is a long, arduous process during which many

virtues have to be a8quired.

That in and of itself also attests to

the spiritual level of the novel.

It is not the end of getting rich

that is the focus of Uli; it is the process through wl:.ich Uli is
transformed that makes the novel wh2.t it is; namely, a pedagogical
effort on the part of Gotthelf.
Further evidence of a link between the worldly, i.e. temporal,
and the spiritual is found after Uli has a negative experience in
lending out his money.

In response to Johannes' advice, Gotthelf

narrates; "Und Uli tat so.

Er blieb sparsam, ward iimner

anschl~giger

und emsiger und wuchs zugleich an Weisheit und Verstani und an Gnade
62

Horatio Alger Jr., The Train Boy (Leyden: Aeonian Press, Inc.,

1975), 67.
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These very words were

r.assage.

This is an otvious

refere~ce

1_;_sed. in descri bins; Chr-is t.

evident that Gotthelf d.:C. not use these words by chance.
written with a definite intention.

to a Bible

65

It becomes

They are

Based upor. the transformation we

have seen so far, it is safe to pro:90se that Uli is here portrayed as
a true follower of Christ.

The same words th:i.t were written to describe

Christ in his youth is now written to describe Uli in his spiritual
youth, underscorin0 Uli's growing relationship to a Christian God.
What we are seeing is the inner spiritual development of Uli.
But how does one measure spirituality?
says?

Ey the amount of alms given?

Ey the amount of prayers one

What is evidence of spirituality?

How can one teach soneone as tied. to the earth as an Emmentaler farmer
how to gain spirituality?

It cannot be done by abstract ideas.

It

cannot be done .. by metaphor or allegory, not by a negation of the
concrete world of the farmer.

His dependency on the God of nature

necessarily ties his temporal world to his spirituality.
it is the virtuous life which shows

s~irituality.

For Gotthelf

Because secondary

virtues are seen as positive, their product is also positive.

This

product is both physical well-being and a growth in spirituality.

In

fact, if the former and the latter come through the same application
of the same virtues, they are necessarily dependent on each other.
The material progress becomes a manifestation of the inner spiritual
progress.

Consequently, material progress becomes the measuring tool

of spiritual progress.

64
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Gotthelf now describes U li as a man whose outward appearance
:reflects tt:is inner chane;e.

It is now th.::. t

human being, wr.:tes Gotthelf.

u:a s tr..::i.nd£. erect like a real

fie further co;"'T!ents that Uli is often

;nistaken for a farmer's son and. not perceived as a servant.

This is not

due simply to the clcthes and the silver watchchain he is wearine but
also his demeanor and his civil behavior.
he gains possessions.
from higher

self-~stee@

rli's perspective changes as

He begins to feel a peaceful security which comes

and a r,rowth toward financial independence.

Gotthelf again shows us the talance and, in fact, the connection between

He uses

the material and the spiritual in the following description.
Uli as a model for all.

Es k~mmt so eine Art ruhige Sicherheit, die bei vieler. in dum]'l'Jen
Stolz ausartet, Ube:r den t·!enschen, wenn er ani;etane:t he:. t an der
Welt, das heisst, ~enn er ?rUchte seiner Arbeit, ~rtrag seiner
Krtlfte vorgespc.rt, Vorrat gewonnen hat auf knnftige Jahre ••• und
in dem ~asse, als er wirklich zufrieden in seinem Inwendigen wird,
wird er auch zu:frieder: rr.i t seh1en Meisterleuten. Und je me:-:.r er
zu etwas kBnmt, umsomehr erirnnnt er den ;;ert C.er Dinge, huset
(s:r;art) nicht nur f~ sich, sondern es reut ihn Bberhaupt, etwas
zu vergeuden, er huset also auch den Eeiste:rleuten, um so
zufriedener werden diese auch mit ihin. Es stellt sich sein
(s"""',..scime,...,
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It is made very clear here that the peace and contentr1ent that makes
the fertile soil of spirituality is derived from the secondary virtues,

in this case thrift and industriousness.

These two, as well as other

secondary virtues, are now comprehended by Uli.
the reader does not miss this point.

Gotthelf makes sure

He in essence tells the reader how

Uli has achieved his degree of success with an expectation that the
reader will take this example to heart and perhaps
her own life.

6/:,"'G o ~th
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a~ply

it in his or

J.5
Uli has now certainly increased. in fai t'.1 cut ic:; still lacking in
charity, which is considered the su;reme r:rimayy vi:ctue.
can learn this virtue of
worldly condition.

So that Uli

love, the :r,ovel ;:;resents a seemingly

p~e

r·,
.
J~l thinks

at:X)lct

Two of Johannes' maids

marria5e.

would like to have him, since he is now a respected

~erson.

Stini, is described as ugly but industrious and thrifty.

The one,

She would

have loved to have a husband bu:. could ::mly show her love through rough
behavio:::- and criticism.

The ot;-ier one, Ursi,

her behavior and arpearance.

was

frivolous in both

She was constantly :prin;;ing, didn't like

to work or practice thrift.
These two women recognize each other as ri¥'1ls in their q_uest for
Uli and are constantly at odds with one another.

The whole matter

becomes ludicrous as bot!: girls vie for Uli 's favors and attention.
They are literally at war
each ether's efforts.
spirit on the farm.

~ith

one another, continuously undermining

This hampers the work as well as the cooperative
The whole matter is finally finished when the

two, dripping with liq_uid manure, are wrestling in the dirt.

This

farcical situation brings Uli to the realization that neither one of
them would be desirable as a wife and could not bring him happiness.
Stini portrays the negative aspect of the secondarf virtues.
She carries them to extremes without any relation to the primary
virtues, especially in this case the virtue of love.

"Er werde noch

6

anders mUssen husen lernen, sagte Stini. .. 7 For Stini thrift is an
end in itself and there is no trace of a real feeling of love toward

67
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Eere Gotthelf

show~

that the secondary virtues in and of

ther.:selves cannot bring happiness nor consei;_uent salvation, yet they are
still esse:'.ltial.

..Ursi

likewise possesses no real sense of value for the secondary

virtues c..nd therefore only a warped idea of love, a fanciful,
unrealistic notion of what love really is.

Neither she, nor Stini

really understand what brings true happiness: na!llely, the use of the
secondary virtues to attain the :?rimary virtues and gain salvation.
Through the em1:a.rrassment these two women caused. themselves and Uli,
he lea.rnec there was more to choosing a wife than he had thought and
again he has to have patience.

Love cannot be forced nor should it

be superficial.
Wit~

Johannes' help Uli receives a more profitable position as

foreman on a farm by the name of Glungge.
is a ver; chaotic place.

This, as the name suggests,

Uli, after ten years with Joha,nnes, now has

a new master, Joggeli, a cousin of Johannes.

This Jog§'eli is the

antithesis of a Christian master and trusts no one.

Through various

devices he constantly tries covertly to tempt Uli into acts of
disloyalty, but he fails.

He doesn't support Uli, even though the other

servants cheat Joggeli out of goods and time.

Several times Uli

considers quitting but ends up bringing order to the Glunne.

Above

all, he remains totally loyal to his new master, in spite of that man's
treacherous behavior.
Two of Joggeli's servants are let go a:ter Uli gives an ultimatum:
either he goes or they.

These two

we~e

lazy, rebellious, and disloyal.

Through these characters Gottr·ielf shows us once again that without
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secondary virtues there is no reward.

After their disr1issal, they ;.;ai t

around the area, bclievbg that everything would fall ap:ut wi thcut them

or: the farr.,.
und

de~

in der

However, no one corr.es to ask then: reek.

"Der al te Karrer

Melcher wc.nderten endlich in die Weite hoffnunsslos, nachdem sie

N~he

umsonst Platz gesucht."

68 Without the secondary virtues

they are also without the primary virtue of hope.

The positior.s

promised them by others who incited them against Uli never materialize.
Gotthelf makes it quite obvious here that whiit these two had was not
faith but a false belief.

What then constitutes the difference between

true Christian faith and a false belief for Gotthelf?
based on virtuous behavior.

Consequently, the. sernnts' belief was

false since it was not based on virtuous behavior.
others was totc..lly misplaced.

True faith is

Their belief

i~

Just as Uli, who rosed his fe.i th on the

positive outcomes of virtuous behavior, had realized positive results
therefrom, so, on the other hand, t:::d. the krrer and ?<:elcher realized
negative results fron their placing their less than Christian faith in
unvirtuous behavior.

No farmer wants to hire people who fall so

readily into disloyalty and rebellion.
in this region.

There is no future for them

In short, they are tJli 's antithesis, they do not value

or rractice any secondary virtues, consequently the primary virtues are
lost to them, and certainly any positive relationship with God and
salvation is out of the question.
Uli also has his faults still, especially when material progress
is a consideration.

68
1tid., 4: 199.

He is preoccupied with the possibility of marrJing
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Jot;e:;c:i' s de.u;;hter and there by inhe::::-i ting the farn.
foolish, self-centered, clumsy, and. lazy firl.
Uli toward her.

'l'J·,e daughter is a

And yet the money lures

This develops for some time and it a ppea.rs that 1J l i

will achieve his goal.

However,

~,

~

. the daur:hter, only uses

r...~isi,

lJli to

satisfy her vanity until someone else, who in Elisi's eyes is Uli's
better, comes along and takes adV?..ntage cf that selfsame vanity for his
own benefit.

This is a schemin; cotton merchant who

farn to en::dch his coffers.

w~nts

to abuse the

:2:2.isi 's subsequent marriage to this fellow

ruins Uli 's dream cf ac:;uisitio:;. of the farm.
This situation cct:.ld. very easily be interpreted as ironic since
Uli gets the farm in the end a-::y,,.'3.y.

Yet Gotthelf's message is again

th?.t the material gain in and of itself does not lead to happiness.

Had

Uli received the farn ty way o: a marriage to Elisi, he would have
acquired it by.default.

His :-ieiligungsnrozess, consequently,

would have been interrupted, the

r~

.::. o:f the secondary virtues

diminished, and he would not have been led to experience the :;:>rimary
virtue of love.

True happiness and salvation would not have been

accessible to him.
It is finally through Vreneli, the maid, that Uli finds love.
She is Cli's female counterp:i.rt as far as the functions and needs o:f the
farm are concerned.

She manages the household while Gli manaces the

livestock and the crops.

Gotthelf describes Vreneli al.most totally in

a context of secondary virtues:
Vreneli war von den Leuten, die, sie mBgen anrUhren, was sie
waller., immer ein sauber und nett Aussehen haben, ••• Mit Fragen
und Verweisen wJrde keine 2eit verloren. ~s schien als ob dem
Mlidchen, sobald es aufstehe, das ganze Tagewerk klar und geordnet,
wie eins nach dem andern komne, vor Augen stehe, so dass es nie

39
ve!'gebene G!inge gab,

l'l2..l1

;,te r1Brte: "In ha nit gsin::.et, ih ha nit

cienkt, ih ha :ii t gmeint. 00 >'

Gotthelf the:i explains how l:li :-LC. 'lreneli set an envh·cr:.:-::ent of tct3.l
coo pera ti or..

The:ce is a unity i.r. s fi.~i t and purpose, a.s a result of

which everything prospers, making the suspicious Joggeli extremely
uncomfortable.
Vreneli

embo~ies

several secondary virtues: claanliness, unity,

order, and implicitly loyalty and patience, the latter especially
toward Joggeli.
image.

In this sense she is the transformed Uli 's mirror

It should be no surprise when these two confess their love

toward each other.

The fact that their behavior conforms to the

secondary virtues brings them to the happy condition of love.

Modesty,

devoutness, and industriousness help them achieve this end.
Of those three virtues last mentioned, much has already been
writ ten concerning Ul i and modesty.

His transition has been seen.

Vreneli never had to undergo such a change; she is and was the epitome
of this virtue.
respect.

Nor is it necessary to show her changing in this

The story is, after all, about Uli's development.

Gotthelf,

however, does not show us a sentimentally romantic context in which she
displays a stereotypical feminine modesty.

Instead, he exposes a

self-assured individuality which comes frow making the virtuous
lifestyle one's own.

This is not to be confused with self-righteousness,

but is an assertive frame of mind, based on solid convictions of
moral right and wrong.

An example is when Elisi's husl:and makes

sexual advances toward Vreneli who becomes indignant and grabs a piece
69Ibid., 4: 262.
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of wood to beat him with:
Wie eine glUhende SiegesgBttin stund es da mit dem Scheit in der
Hand oder wie ein Engel mit flammendem Schwerte vor dem Paradise
der Unschuld und rief d~T. fliehenden, blutenden Baumwollenh~ndler
nach: "Weisst du jetzt, wie ein :Bernermeitschi akkordiert, und nit
was es den Akkord unterschrei bt, du kei belige U flat! ?O
It is clear what she stands for, and her righteous indignation and

subsequent treatment of the merchant is greeted with laughter from the
entire household.

After he calls her a liar when she exposes his

intentions, she throws the piece of wood at him, which knocks out
three of his teeth.

The laughter that follows this act also becomes

evidence that a foiled dishonorable act

le~ves

one looking the fool.

Gotthelf's talent for comic relief, in an otherwise serious
situation, makes the moral lesson he offers more pa.latable.

There

remains no doubt that the secondary virtue of modesty and moral purity
in general are .. not to be taken lightly.
relationship between man and woman

It is clear that a love

for Gotthelf much more than the

mere physical aspect or even the physical-emotional aspects of many
writers.

For true love to develop, it has to be 1:a.sed on secondary

virtues.

That is not to say that there is no room for physical

attraction.

But if we define the erotic as the purely sexual desires,

then erotic nuances between Uli and Vreneli do not exist.

In contrast

to Uli's supposed love toward Elisi, the love toward Vreneli is the
true, loyal love, without any false notions, not hampered by any
false motives.
Uli now has progressed beyond his perception of the secondary
virtues as an end in themselves, that they, without being coupled to
?Oibid., 4; 351.

lf1

the primary virtues, can bring happiness.
3ut Vreneli, even though she loves
her in her expectations of what a

~li,

Uli declares his love first.

fears that if Uli disappoints

marriace~

should be, she will have

_lost any further chance for a loving relationship in this life.
Vreneli, being a model of virtue, brings

fo~th

Gotthelf's idea that

marriage is an unequivocally life-long com..mitment.

Being orphaned, and

having Joggeli to constantly remind her of he::..· "place", she feels she
now has only one chance :for a true love relationship.
and becomes unh.a.p_:::y, there is no way out.
suppress her feelings.

If she marries

For that reason she tries to

uli implores, saying that if Vreneli will refuse

him, he will ask nothing more of life and he will leave, as far away
as possible, and no one is to know whereto.

Wit~1

waterf eyes he stands

in front of Vreneli whose eyes also dampen.

The scene is described as

follows:
Da sah Vreneli zu Hun auf, C._ \ugen wurden ihm feucht; aber
um den Mund zuckte noch der Spo: und der Trotz, die niedergeha.ltene
Liebe brach auf und begann durch die Augen ihre leuchtenden Strahlen
zu werfen, ~~hrend das jungfrl!.uliche Widerstreben die Lippen
aufwarf als Schanze gefen das Ergeben an die mttnnliche
Zudringlichkei t ..• Allein de:3 Mttdchens Kraft hielt nicht aus.
Das Widchen fiel an Ulis treue Brust und brach in lautes, fast
krampfhaftes weinen aus.71

Yreneli explains that while she was a child no one loved her and
she was always in the way.
were shed.

She couldn't recall how many lonely tears

She longed for someone to love wholeheartedly, someone

with whom she could share both joy and sorrow.

Never having found such

a friend, she would never consider marriage, unless it was the type
of relationship where the husband would remain loyal in life and death.
7libid. , 4: 335°
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She has not yet found someone to inspire that kind of faith.

She says:

Uli sei ihm lieb, sei Hun schon lange lieb, mehr als es sagen
sollte; aber diesen Glauben zu ihm ha.be es noch nicht finden kBnnen.
Und wenn es diesmal getl!.uscht wlJ.rde, wenn Uli nicht die rechte
Liebe, die rechte Treue fUr ihns hl!.tte, dann ~re ja sein letztes
Hoffen dahin, dann W:l;-de es keine mehr fir.den, dann mll.sste es
unglUcklich sterben.'?'::..

The concept of love is here b3.sed on the secondary virtue of
loyalty.

In fact, Gotthelf, in the above sentence, seems to almost

make them synonymous.
state of happiness.

One without the other is inconceivable for a
Only tb.roue;h a loyal love does one find happiness.

This is, after all, the title of the novel - Wie Uli de:r Knecht
~lUcklich

wird.

Such a love also

b~ings

unity with God.

Vreneli sees the hand of God in her life.

The cor.nection between

her virtuous life and receiving love is made without equivocation.
Speaking of God, Gotthelf puts the following into Vreneli 's thoughts:
"Hatte e::: den Ratschluss wohl gefc..

,, weil es getreu geblieben bis

dahi::J. und von der SUnde sich unbefh.:.Ct zu erhalten gesucht, nun auch
seines Herzens Sehnen zu stillen, ihm eine treue Brust zu geben,

... .. ?J

Furthermore, she also asks in her own mind if it wasn't God who
offered her Uli and the adjectives treu and eh:!:'lich appear again in
relation to Uli.

She sees God's will in everything that has happened

so far: that Elisi married someone else, tr:.3.t Uli remained on the farm
despite Joggeli and his antics.

All these questions allowed her mind

to wander in a daydream toward an affirmative answer.
An interesting aspect of this affirmation is that the thought
7Zibid. • 4:JJ6.
73Ibid., 4: JJB.
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process tha.t Vrenel:i_ undergoes

be~:;ins

when she

~uest:!ons,

"warum doch

wohl der Yater, der die Liebe heisst:, so arme Ki:1der leben lasse, die
niemand tilitten auf der Welt ••• 1174 Cnce more the reader is reminded
that both Uli and Yreneli are orphans.
in their early childhood.

They had no one to love them

The question which Gotthelf raises is vital

to an interpretation of the Christian God.

It is a :;;ia.rt of the question

of theodicy and is thought a1::lout by anyone who scrutinizes Christian
theology.

The significance here is

Vreneli's thoughts to the positive

tha~.

Gotthelf quickly turns

~ossibilities,

reenforcing faith and

hope in the possibility of love as a result of loyal, virtuous life.
This love then becomes an affirmation of God's pleasure
Vreneli.

~ith ~li

and

This is substantiated by the calm and peace w!"lich attend

Vreneli after she imagines herself married to Uli and in charge of a
large household.

Gotthelf then again, using one of his realistic

literary devices, hrings Vreneli

b~

to reality after she has her

.. vision".
Es wusste nicht mehr, dass es im Wc!geli fuhr es war ihm so leicht,
so wohl urns He:::-z, als ob "?S bereits atme in jener Welt, wo keine
Sorge, kein Leid mehr ist; da rollte das W~gele~n Uber einen
Stein.75

Gotthelf shows us Vreneli's innocence, her unity with God.
also shows us th.at virtuousness is
to God.

rewarde~

':Jy

God

~,sea use

He

it leads one

To further prove the point of my thesis that Vli's love toward

Vreneli is a prototype for a Cnristian love and not just the sensual
eros which unites most young couples in a relationship, I rely on the

74. 'd 4: 337-8.
I 01 •'
75!bid.' 4: 339.
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following quote of Gotthelf's narrative interjection (one of many such
i~terjections

he uses

thrcu~hout

his work):

wenn jemand eine liebe Seele gefunden und an sich gebunden nicht
nur fUr diese Zeit, sondern auch fUr die Ewigkeit, soll es ihn dann
nicht hin zu dieser Seele ziehen mit Himmelsgewalt, soll es ihn
nicht in ihre Augen, die Tore der Seele, hineinziehen, um das Gef\lhl
lebendig zu erhalten, eins mit einer Seele zu sein in Zeit und
Ewigkeit? Dieses Einswerden mit einer Seele von ganzem Herzen,
ganzem GemUte und allen Kr~ften, in welcher Vereinigung alle
Ichsucht untergeht, ist das nicht auch ein Vorl~ufer des Einswerden
rnit Gott, welchem eber.falls unsere Selbstsucht zum Opfer fallen
rnuss?7b
Indisrutably is it written, black on white, that such a Christian
matrimonial love will lead to God.

The question is obviously rhet0rical.

This true and right love relationship allows both individuals to
practice faith, hope, and charity, supported by all the secondary
virtues.

They do not hincer each other in the way toward their

salvation; they help wherever possible, are conscious of each other's
goals, and have similar intentions, i.e. purposes, in life.

Such a

becowing of one, such a unity, creates for them Heaven on Earth.
Gotthelf does not linger in an idealistic never-neverland.
wants to actualize, to realize tre Christian ideals.
remember the stone over which the cart rolls.

He

One only has to

Gotthelf holds the ideal

in front of our eyes but is not so naive as to think it will become
reality without effort, just as he is not willing to relegate them to
a pessimistic notion of the unattainable and therefore impractical, or
something for an after-life.

Many people are of the same opinion as

Northrop Frye when he says, "Many of Jesus' exhortations are evocations
of a world very different from the one we live in, so that we may find

76Ibid., 4:Jl+2.
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them unpractical or exaggerated as guides to practice."?('

Frye then

explains in the very next sentence that it is the vision of an
"innocent world" that is to be the guide to practice.
concen1, however, is for the here and now.
practical applications.

Gotthelf's

He presents us with

This, in and of itself, could very well have

caused a good portion of the difference in point of view between
himself and his pietistic critics.
Uli receives the Glungge as tenure and becomes a tenant farmer.
Even the suspicious Joggeli knows no one better to lend his farm to.
Once again the secondary virtues are credited with Ul i 's reception of
the farm.

"So rtlckte in banger Stimmung die Zeit heran, wo Uli das

Leben Ubernehmen sollte, das ihn: das Zutrauen um seiner Anstelligkeit
und Treue willen Ubertrug. 1178

This last sentence bears out the fact

that people have placec their t:r-u.st, i.e. f2.ith in Vli because of
his skillfulness and loyalty.

Vh·tuous behavior crings with it

a new life, a definite -oreak with the :past.

This represents a

spiritual breakthrough symbolized. ty his receiving the farm as a
manifestation of the significar.ce of this

ste~.

In addition to those already mentioned, there are still numerous
passages which point toward a unification with God through the
secondary and primary virtues.

It will be sufficient, however, if we

focus attention on a few essential ones which summarize the thesis.
The minister speaks with Uli and Vreneli after they are married.

77Northrop Frye, The Great Code: The Bible and Literature (New·
York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, rublishers, 1982), 219.

78Gotthelf, SM.rntliche t-;E;rke, 4: 357.
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In the following excerpt lies some proof to the formula: secondary
virtues lead to priffiary virtues, which lead to God.

In this case, it

is thrift which leads to hope, which leads to godliness.

Not the fact

that thrift has allowed Uli to save money in and of itself is important,
but the qualities coupled with thrift that allowed him to gain the trust
of others is of great significance.

The emphasis is still on Uli's

growth, his progress toward salvation.
"Ich habe gehBrt," sagte derselbe, "du seiest zweg, bekommest ein
gutes Lehen, eine gute ?rau un'd habest schBn Geld erspart. 1£.s tut
mir gar wohl, wenn ich eine Ehe einsegnen kann, von der ich hoffe,
ciass sie in derr. Herren bleibt. Dass du etwas erspart, ist nicht die
Hauptsache; aber du h~ttest es nicht, und man htltte dir nicht so
viel anvertraut, wenn du nicht brav und fromm ~~rest, und das ists,
was ~ich eigentlich recht freut. Das Weltliche l.md d.as rechte
Geistliche sind viel ntlher beieinander, als die meisten Leute
glauben. Sie meinen, um recht wohl zu sein auf der Welt, mUsse man
d.as Christentun an den Nagel hlingen; und d.as ist gerade das
G·egen t ei· 1: ••• 11 79
It is, according to Gotthelf, after all the true Christian who becomes
happy, the or:e who acquire:; the necessary Christian virtues, whose
well-being and salvation can be achieved simultane8usly.

Both are

based on the same principles, the same necessary qualities acquired by
practicing the virtues.
To be glUcklich has nothing to do with GlUck haben.

For Gotthelf

all rewards are blessings from God and have to be recognized as such
before true happiness is attainable.

There is no allowance for a

germanic fatu.'11 or a secular "stroke of luck".

Nor is it the simplistic

and unrealistically :portrayed, infallibly righteous actions of the
protagonist, set off against a villainous antagonist, such as in the
works of the later American writer,

79Ibid., 4:375-6.
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Alger.

Gotthelf shows us
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people with definite faults, he shows life as a struggle in which each
individual has to exert his or ter own energies and yet, having done
so, recognizes God's hand in his or her life.
"lady Luck".

There is no room for

The minister, in talking to Uli says:

Aber eben ci~s ist das UnglUck, dass die Leute durch das Gfell
glUcklich werden wollen und nicht durch frommes Leben, bei
dem der Segen Gottes ist. Da ists nun ganz recht, dass die, welche
nur auf das Gfell warten, vom Gfell betrogen werden, bis sie
wieder zur Erkenntnis ko~~en, class am Gfell nichts, aber an Gottes
Segen alles gelegen sei.'-'V
For Gotthelf it is a world that is put in order by God, there are
no coincidences, everything has a purpose.
a

reason for Uli's success, it

~~s

This means there has to be

no arbitrary occurrence.

From the

above quote the idea can be deduced that devoutness becomes the
circumference of the circle of secondary virtues.

Even though loyalty

is the virtue focused on more than any other, and, according to the
author, is the dominant theme,
dominant virtue.

t~ere

seems to be no other single

They are all important and have a significant role

in Uli's progress, all being inextricably connected one with another.
The minister

ad~onishes

the bride and the groom to walk on the

path of love, gentleness, and patience, "denn glaubt es mir doch, das
rechte weltliche GlUck und das himmlische GlUck werden akkurat auf dem
gleichen Wege gefunden. 1181

Again the virtues bring both happiness in

this life and salvation in the next.

They lead one to God.

Being led

to God through the virtues, especially having once attained the
:;;rima.ry virtues, is what brings happiness.

80rbid., 4:376.
8libid., 4: 4: 381.

The word Gfell means the same as blindes Gltick.
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To fu=ther

substa~tiate

the earlier supposition that this is a

Christian love, a charity in its purest for.n that

i~

to be typified by

the union between Uli and Vreneli, the minister addresses the virtue of
.love.

"Und wie die Liebe den Heiland gesandt, Liebe ih.'1

~ns

Kreuz

gebracht, so muss auch bei euch die Liebe tlttig sein; sie ist die Kraft,
die Uber alle

Kr~:te geht, heilet und bessert." 82 How is love active?

Through practice of the secondarJ virtues.

Through them does one arrive

in the realm of love and thereby in the Kingdom of Heaven.

This blessed

state of happiness, t!1is neaven on Earth, was for Gotthelf something
attainable, something to be worked for.
The last page of this novel is the culmination of all the points
made up to now.

Two orphans, one a seemingly hopeless, incorrigible

servant, over years of struggle and growth through acquisition of
virtues, have found true love and a unity in God.
them towards a life of happiness.

This, in turn, leads

" ••• und es stunden

wiedertL~

die

Sterne am Himmel, als nach recht inr.igem Abschied, wie er selten von
~~ichtverwandten

genommen wird, der mutige Kohli ein gllickliches raar

davonfUhrte - dem Himmel zu. 118 3 This is no romantic "all is well that
ends well".

There are still many problems and struggles that follow

in the second part of the Uli novels.

It is an affirmation that Uli

and Vreneli are on the right path, although not yet there.

It is not

a falling in love and getting married and living happily ever after of
which fairy tales are composed.
82Ibid., 4: J81.
8-:i "'
--'Ibia.' 4: J87.

We have witnessed. the outward
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manifestations of a sanctification rrocess.

The novel is a guideuost

for all those who want to attain true happiness, a happiness on a solid
Christian foundation.
This book was after all intended as a LektUr which the final
observations of Gotthelf attest to.
Ja, lieber Leser, Vreneli und Uli sind im Himmel, das heisst, sie
leben in ungetrUbter Liebe, mit vier Knaben, zwei M~dchen von
Gott gesegnet; sie leben im wachsenden Wohlstande, denn der Segen
Gottes ist ihr Gfell, ihr Name hat guten Klang im lande; weit
unher stehn sie hoch angeschrieben, denn ihr Trachten geht hoch,
geht darauf, dass ihr Name im ~mmel angeschrieben stehe!
Merke dir das, lieber Leser!

8/+Ibid., 4:J87.

CHAPTE.i III
COI-TI·8·1TARY

GENRE AND AESTHETICS

In order to try to understand cause and effect, influences, and
ideas, the science of literary criticism has developed certain labels to
identify similarities within ce:rtain creative epochs.
which Gotthelf falls is the Biederneier.

The label within

The minds of those who are

schooled in the literary movements will, at the mention of this word,
bring forth some definite images, descriptive of th:s period.
Understanding Gotthelf means, however, to suspend those notions.

His

-

style, his motivation, and his ideas do not lend themselves easily to
classification.

Often a critic classifies him, only to find that the

arguments and assumptions have to be revised or finds someone else
revising them.
What, in fact, can be said about Gotthelf's genre and more
specifically how this genre relates to Uli'?
To begin with, it would be helpful to define him as an epic
writer.

Muschg places him nebulously in the " ••• nachklassischen und

vorblirgerlichen Jahrzehnten des vergangenen Jahrhunde~ts •••• .85 and calls
him " ••• den gr8ssten Ve!.'treter des polemischen Zeitromans •••• 13/J

85 r-iuschg, Geheirmisse, Vorwort, VII.

B6 Ibid. , VII.
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was not a poet, although he would like to have been one.

The reason

for this is his topics, his T11otives in writing, the people he wrote
about, and the language he used.

Exploring this further, Northrop

Frye, explaining ideas of Vico, writes:
Each age produces its own kind of language, giving us three
types of verbal expression that Vico calls, respectively, the
poetic, the heroic or noble, and the vulgar, and which I shall
call the hieroglyphic, t~e hieratic, and the demotic. These
three terms refer primarily to three modes of writing, ••• The
hieroglyphic phase, for Vico, is a "poetic" use of language) the
hieratic phaS~ is mainly allegorical; and the demotic phase is
descriptive. r
The word demos refers to the common people.
Ernmenta.l were involved in farming.

The common people of the

Since they are the subjects of

and material for Gotthelf, his writing had to necessarily be demotic,
i.e. descriptive and therefore epic.

Even thou5h there has been

experiI'lenta tion with "poetry of fact", can we imagine a!1 allegory or
poem in descriptive language?
der Knecht glUcklich

wi~d

Instead of the Bauernroman: Wie Uli

we would ha.ve an Ode an die Treue.

This

also, of course, noes not satisfy Gotthelf's intentions in writing.
This is why he failed at poetry.
descriptive, demotic language.

He wrote to teach and had to use
If he had tried to force his

purposeful, descriptive language into allegorical or poetic form, it
would have had a satirical effect and would leave the reader
pedagogically unaffected.

This is especially the case in Uli where the

virtues are central and the work being intended as a lesson.
Having defined Gotthelf as an epic writer, we now have the basis

87Northrop Frye, The Great Code, 5.
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for looking at what kind of epic writer he was.

Adolf Bartels sees him

as the successor of Auerlnch and the latter's Dorfaeschichten, yet
having transcended. him aesthetically and in his talent for portraying
88
the life of the people.
The term Dorfgeschichten, stemming from
Auerb:lch's work by that name, has soon generalized into a genre into
the parameters of which some wanted to confine Gotthelf.

He, to the

contrary, objected to being placed into this new genre concept.

~erner

Hahl tells us:
Vor allem der Titel Dorfgeschichten wurde b:lld zu einern
Gattungsbegrif:f verallgemeinert ••• 1850 schlug ihm sein Berliner
Verleger Julius Springer var, eine Reihe van Erz~hlungen unter
dem Ti tel "3chweizerische Dorfgeschichten" zu ver~lcf entlichen
was Gotthelfs hutorstolz allerdings nicht zuliess~ 9
Gotthelf was no epigone.

A much better description of Gotthelf 's Uli

is a Bauernroman, as also described by Hah1?

0

It definitely falls

into the category of a novel and topically it dea.ls with farming life.
But we know it deals with more than just farming.
the difficulty in classifyinc Gotthelf's work.

Here again we see

What he intended as a

lesson of virtuous living evolved into a novel about such living.

It

is not overly didactic, however, but full of vitality and joie de vivre.
It does not portray a somewhat stale and bourgeois world like the la.ter
Gustav Freytag in Soll und Haben, even though dealing with similar

88

Adolf Bartels, Jeremias Gotthelfs ausgewfihlte Werke in zehn
Mnden(Leipzig: Pi.ax Hesses Verlag, 1908), 1:68.

89werner Hahl, "Gesellschaftlicher Konservatismus und
literarischer Realismus," in Realsimus und GrUnderzeit: Manifeste und
Dokumente zur deutschen Literatur 1E48 - 1BBO(Stuttgart: J.B.
Metzlersche Verlagsbuchhandlung, 1976), 1:51.

9oibid., 1:48.
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The spiritual level of

~

is not even hinted at by the above

term and yet we wculd feel very uncomfortable without a label for this
work.

Erziehungsro:nan is another that has been used.

could also apply in certain respects.

HeimatdichtunR:

Each one of these terms have

been defined by scholars 'tased on a comparison of different works
by different authors.

~hen

one takes a work out of the context of

this comparison, it becomes obvious that aspects of all these
definitions can be found, but none is totally adequate for that
particular work.

It is virtually impossible to deal with the

complexity of a Farticular work, when we involve the notions of a
simplified generality.

Consequently, to describe Uli as belonging

strictly to any one of the mentioned or unmentioned terr:is confuses us
and hinders us from coming to terms with Uli.

Again we must be

cautious about preconceptions and formulated notions which, as
helpful as they are when dealing with types, may only confuse and
befuddle when dealing with particulars.
It should not be our intention to come up with a new and.
independent genre for Gotthelf.
already existent confusion.
the factors that make

~p

Uli.

That would only mean adding to the

It is important, however, to consider
In order to do this, we have

to lase our communication on jargon which is not always so clearly
defined that nuances of differences won't appear which cause a

91virtues such as order, loyalty, honesty, and attention to duty
are valued in this work. Gustav Freytag, Soll und Habe~, 85th ed.
Leipzig: Verlag vans. Hirzel, 1916), 1:19J, 200, 264.

:Avariation in the understanding of different individuals.

This is best

exemplified by t1<10 opposing viewpoints in regardint; Gotthelf as a
realist.

Schmidt claims he is "de:::- freieste Humorist, den unsere neue

Dichtung kennt," and the critic of realism, Gottschall, says,"der Uli
sei eine in Romanform gebrachte Dienstbotenordnung." 92 As Hahl says on
that same :p::i.ge, "Die Viahrheit liegt in der Mitte."93 The :point is that
to say Gotthelf was a realist may mean different things to different
people.

Therefore, we cannot understand Uli without looking at the

essence of the writer as well as the product.
It is the essence of the writer which gives the reason for Uli's
existence.

To come to terms with any :p::i.rt of a genre, we have to

understand the author's purpose for writing Uli.

This purpose has

already been introduced in the second chapter, as quoted from the
foreword to U1i der
driven man.

P~chter.

:·Te need to understand that Gotthelf was a

He at one point said, "Ich nahm mein Herz in beide illtnde

und schmiss es aufs Pa pier ...94

He wrote very purposefully and in

doing so, drew on his life's experiences.

He

was never concerned with

literature exclusively as an artform but as a medium for expressing his
ideas, his beliefs and also his emotionality.
for himself as an individual.

It was a safety valve

He said, "Begreife nur, dass ein wildes

Leben in mir wogte, van dem niemand Ahnung ha.tte, ••• dieses Leben
musste sich entweder aufzehren oder losbrechen auf irgendeine Weise;
92Hah 1 , Rea i·ismus und GrUnderzeit,

51.

93
Ioid. , 57.
94cerhard Fricke and Volker Klotz, Geschichte der deutschen
Literatur, 15th ed.(1Ubeck and Ha:.iburE';: Matthiesen Ve:clag, 1971), 272.
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es tat es in der Scr..rift."95

Feople have asked how a minister can

write such "worldly" things.

The answer is that although he didn't

live them, he understood them at an emotional, psychological, and
spiritual level.

It is the immersion of the author's soul in the

spirit of the people he was writing about which led him to be able to
write so realistically and with such depth and insight.

Fricke/Klotz

write:
Seit Grimmelshausen, dessen dualistischer Gebrochenheit jedoch
die urwUchsige Lebenskraft und Lebensf'Jlle Gotthelfs weit Uberlegen
ist, gab es und gibt es nichts Vergleichbares ftlr die oft
unbarmherzige Treue und Wahrheit, mit dey die Wirklichkeit des
Henschen von der Obe:!'frnche bis in die Tiefe erfasst wird. Hier,
wenn irgendwo in der Dichtung, ist der Bauer ~md in ihm der Hensch,
wie er war und wie er ist, Gestalt geworden.9
It is no wonder then that this
through in his writing.

knowled~e

of the human soul comes

Given the above information, it is also

understand.a bl'i:~ how in some critics' minds Gotthelf was perceived as a
naturalist.
Gotthelf was no naturalist as such, although there were
naturalistic aspects to his writing.

He wrote Uli pedagogically-

sociologically motivated, port::-aying a Christian work ethic surrounded
by virtues leading people on a path toward sanctification.

Had he done

this purely within the confines of romanticism, as that movement is
generally defined, an idyllic image would have evolved which would make
the work mainly hieratic, create an insurmountable distance between
the intended readership and the work, and at last make the work
9-1:bid., 272.
96_rbid.' 272.
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unbelievable and pedagogically ineffective.

He had to reach into the

world of the farmer, including the dung, both the literal and
metaphorical sense of that word, if he didn't want to alienate himself
from those he wanted to teach.

That the work had its initial gr ea. t

success in Germany, i.e. Prussia, was a result of and not an intention
of the work.

We can feel very comfortable with Werner GUnther's

perception of the degree of realism and naturalism which we allow to
be applied to Gott!1elf in general and Uli in specific.
"!iealismus .. und "~la turalismus" sind im Gru!1.de mehr ein soziales
und ethisches als ein aesthetisches Froolem; sie bezeichnen vor
alle'1 das Hinuntersteigen Z'.J. hensch'.lei ts;.:113.ssen, die man zuvor
erhBhter literarischer Symbole nicht wUrdig glaubte, weil man das
Reiru.~enschliche in ihnen noch nicht zu erkennen vermochte.
So aber nur so - aufgefasst, ist Gotthelf ein Realist ~md ein
Naturalist, einer der ersten, der erste wirkliche vielleicht.
Seine geniale Leis tung wa.r es, als wei thin Erster im Bauern den
ewigen Menschen zu sehen und aufzuzeigen, den ewigen Menschen in
den Ba.uern hineinzusehen und einzugestalten, und dies mit einer
Selbstverst'!ndlichkeit, die im Leser
Eindruck der
Anschauungstreue nur vermehren konnte.9

de9

Gotthelf, of course, sees a definte nobility in thP farmer, which
does lend an allegorical aspect to Uli as a type for all mankind.
sinful Uli acquires virtues and

~ro~esses

The

toward salvation.

Gotthelf's faithful adherence to the dialect and his realistic
replication of life in the Emmental keep some from seeing th:i..s
allegorical aspect, specifically his pietist critics.

It is, after

all, the higher literary symbolism through which this work becomes
more than what Gottschall denegratingly refers to as a
Dienstbotenordnung in Romanform.

The eternal aspects th3.t GUnther

refers to are the ones we are also considerine as spiritual.
97GUnther, Heue Gotthel.f-Stud.ien, 72.

Something

c:,7
_..

truly spiritual transcends time and space and is therefore also
eternal.

In th3. t sense then, the virtues by which Uli is sanctified

are also spiritual and

etern~l.

This also helps us understand what

Gotthelf means when he says that ''das rechte weltliche GlUck und. da.s
himmlische Glilck" are found in the exact same way.
Gotthelf's naturalism and realism are used on a descriptive level
in relation to the sociolo5ical and ethical problems, according to
GUnther.

We can then postulate that the aesthetic element of Uli is

the same as what lends the spiritual level to this work.

It lets the

work speak to all mankind at wh2..tever time, i.e. it makes the work
eternal.

This can account for Uli making the "bestseller list" in

Berlin, a cosmopolitan atmosphere far removed from the provincial
3mmental.

There is more than just curiosity about the life of farmers

that motivates people to read this work; there is an eternal/spiritual
aspect to it which gives it a place for study .in the aesthetic realm of
the field of Germanics.
As already mentioned though, Gotthelf himself had little or no
concern a'bod the process of aesthetics.

His publishers complained

about the many mechanical errors in his manuscripts that they had to
correct.

Not that Gotthelf didn't have the capabilities to correct

such errors, but he wrote with such fervor that he produced an
immensity of writings and did
trivial.

~ot

concern himself with what to him was

1

Gotthelf ' wanted to throw his heart on the paper"; he wrote

about what concerned him, what affected the people he dealt with as a
minister.
It is exactly this realistic utilitarian tendency which someone
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like Gottfried Ke1.1er, who greatly respected Gotthelf on the whole,
denounced as unartistic.

No one yet has acclaimed Gotthelf as a

definitive master of aesthetics, nor would we pursue such a misdirected
task.

The aesthetic is more the process of the writing, the words used,

in what order, and the consequential results thereof.
so much concerned with the process as with the effect.

Gotthelf was not
Even Keller

acknowledged that Gotthelf achieved the desired result with

£11.

But

he does criticize Gotthelf's process.
?ra~en wir nach dem Frinzip, zu welchem hinauf und durch welches
Gotthelf seinen ":Jli" c:erettet rat, so finden wir ein strenges,
positives Christentum. DarUber ist mit ihm nicht zu rechten •••
Aber die Art und '•leise, wie Gotthelf seinen Zweck verfolgt, ist zu
verwerfen, nicht nur weil sie pfttffisch Bnd bBsartig ist, sondern
auch weil sie seine Schriften verdirbt.9

It is the aesthetic which is revered by Keller, but for Gotthelf it is
in and of itself unim?Qrtant.

The latter's position toward the literary

artform was to use it as a means to an end.

That is not to say that

his perhaps didactic points cannot be made with art.
mutually exclusive.

They are not

Although Keller feels they detract from the

artistic element, there is much evidence that Gotthelf uses the
artistic to achieve !"lis points.

Scholars such as Neuenschwander

show there is no lack of literary highpoints.
Die glUcklichste Vbereinstimmung der liebenden Erregung zweier
Herzen mit dem dichterisch geschauten Bild stellt jedoch Vreneli's
Begegnung rnit Gli am morgendlichen ~runnen dar. Die Szene ist
van geradezu klassischer SchBnheit und Einstimmigkeit.99
Keller also admits, "An epischen, lyrischen und dramatischen Momenten
98

Keller,

S~mtliche ~erke,

J:927.

99Neuenschwander, Ordnung, 1)0.
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der scht3nsten Art fehlt es auch nicht. ,,100
What we are saying then is that Ul i is not an aesthetic
masterpiece if measured in comparison with the classical humanist
dem::.gods., Goethe and Schiller.
such a comparison.

!-tis use of language alone would prevent

Not just in how it is written

makes Uli a literary work of great significance.

~ut

what is written

From a classical

humanist vantage point one would have the tendency to find much to
criticize about Gotthelf 's concept of art.

That is

per~aps

the

major difference between Keller, who shows greater ties to that
tra~ition,

a~d

Gotthelf, as writers.

Gotthelf's concept of art

cannot be treated surJerficially if we stay true to the thesis,
because i t is his approach to writing which ultimately enables
hi~

to portray the sanctification cf a human being through virtuous

behavior in his own unique way.
Gotthel: saw in literary art a mediw:t to educate the people.
This medium was to serve in

furth~rine;

Christianity.

In a case

where this pur·pose is missed, art becomes an Ersa tzreligion and looses
much of its overall worth.

For Gotthelf's active, virtuous

Christianity, much of the literary art was too alienated from reality
and did not really serve the human interest since it added nothing
es·;;ential on the path toward sancti::'ica tion.
Keller's

criti~ue.

Therefrom follows

The two authors were diametrically opposite in

their perception of the role and function of art.
literary art as a human accomplishment

wh~le

iOOKeller, S~mtli8he Werke, Ji9J5.

Keller revered

Gotthelf viewed it,
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especiaily in Uli, as an instrument in educatin5 people toward the
sanctification process.
ministry.

It was an extra arm, so to speak, of his

Keller recognizes this and therefore calls Gotthelf

"pf~ffisch",

lookin& at Gotthelf's work purely from the perspective of

the conventional Kunstbe,;rriffe of literary criticism.

For the

aforementioned reason Gotthelf 's works were created, according to
Muschg, " ••• ausserhalb aller li terarischen Kunstbegriffe, aller
konsequenten artistischen Uberlegung. 11101
It is not that Gotthelf doesn't value literary art.
he used it and is

a

part of its history.

toward art is what concerned him.
and of itself.

Obviously

The attitude of people

He saw no redeeminf

v~lue

in art in

As Muschg explains:

Gotthelf spottet a.ber nie Uber die Kunst, nur 'Jber ihre
konventionelle Verhimmelung im bUrgerlichen Bildungsbetrieb. Diese
VergBtzung der Kunst um ihrer selbst ~~llen h'llt er allerdings f1lr
eine Form des modernen Aberglaubens, und er ist Uberzeugt, dass sie
den Ausbruch einer neuen Bartarei nicht verhinde:rn werde, sondern
im Gegenteil ih= Vors?iel sei.102
Gotthelf then uses art to allow his religiosity to disperse among the
peo?le,and he wants to raise, i.e. educate the people toward
Christianity through examples of virtue in his novels.
Whether or

~ot

this diminishes Gotthelf's aesthetic contributions

to literature depends scmewhat on one's own philosophical stance toward
the role of art in our lives.

Certainly Gotthelf was talented in

literary devices and techniques.

It is most often his motives for

writing and what he does literarily to achieve those motives that

~·

lOl Walter t':uschg, Jeremias Gotthelf: Eine Eini'Uhrunt: in seine

2nd ed.(Bern und Mlinchen: Francke Verlag, 1960),
102Ib"d
40........
1 • '

47.
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come under attack from the purists who revere literature as an end in
itself.
One final quota ti on by

~·:us chg

will sum u:p the attitude of one who

values Gctthelf 's aesthetic significance and yet is not bothered by the
functional thrust of his writings.
Mit dieser GrBsse hat es eine ganz besondere Bewandtnis. Er ist
ein religiBses und ein echt volkstllinliches Genie, das nicht nur
tlsthetisch gewUrdigt sein will, weil ihn die Kunst nicht Uber dem
Leben, sondern im Dienst des Lebens steht.103
ANTI MA TIRIALISM

Through the examination of the text o: Cli we have come to
understand that Gotthelf was no materialist in the philosophically
defined sense of the word.
not reject the world in
creation of God.

Yet we have to also understand that he did

whic~

he :ived but acknowledged it as a

As such he revered it and saw human beings as an

image o: God, although in spotted. and imperfect form.

He battled the

materialistic movements of his day V€hemently, especially communism and
socialism.

Not only did he fight materialism in its institutional

appearances but also its individual manifestations, especially where
it yosed a threat to human sanctification.

Matter as such is not

considered evil by Gotthelf; the human disposition toward it, however,
may be so.

Jespersen explains this position quite well.

In Gotthelf's theology, spiritualization does not come from
a denial or rejection of the world, but through a correct
use of it ••• A rejection in the nee-platonic senQe is foreign,
Gotthelf believes, to the true Christian message. Matter,
according to Gctthelf, is not evil in an absolute sense since
103 Ibid., 7 •
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God created it."

104

Evidently the question of theodicy is for

Gott~1elf

not a -major concern,

as he accepts the goociness of God and also, consequently, the goodness
of his material

cre~tions.

The person's ?OSition tow:.:.rd the material is the central concern.
Uli becomes richly blessed, i.e. rewarded, only after he displays the
prorer dis::;>asi tion toward the material.

When he selfishly wants to

acquire the farm through a marriage

Elisi, not yet having found

love, but being creedy, he fails.

wit~

Only as he achieved arrival at the

virtue of love and establishes a unity with God does he :ind
happiness, includin8 the

materi~l

aspect.

rig~tful

The latter was acknowledged

as a blessing from God, as a reward from God, since he was the creator
of it, for Uli's and Vreneli's virtuousness.
Secondarv Virtues Vis-3.-vis Selfishness
Sel:ishness is the repelling pole of virtue.

Since it is the

virtues that lead to God, it follows that selfishness leads away from
God.

The secondary virtues are devalued through selfishness since

they create a negative effect in the spiritual realm.

We have already

established that the material reward Uli reeeives was a reward for
his virtuous behavior and serves as a witness to the fact that now
Heaven and Earth are bound together.

It further serves as a sign that

Uli is on the way to Heaven, i.e. his sanctification.
It was because of this Old Testament concept of a God intricately
involved with both Heaven and Earth that Gotthelf was attacked by
104
Jespersen,

Christi<:~1

Crdi:r, 8E.i.
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Keller, who perceived a Jewish element in the work.

Cne can only make

such an attack, calling the work Jewish in flavor, if one does not
consider the role of the secondary virtues.

Gotthelf does not :portray

a vindictive, punitive, thunde::inc; God, as Keller :purports, but a
Christian God who involves himself directly in the life of each
individual being.
individual, reveals

This God, through virtuousness on the part of the
h~mself

and brings him or her happiness in this

life as well as the next; but only then when a :person has the proper
disposition toward the material.

Guggisberg supports this argument

that Gotthelf's God is fully Christian.

"Gotthelfs Gott straft auch,

aber nicht aus Rache, Zorn und Eifersucht, sonder aus Liebe, um die
Menschen zur Einsicht, Busse, llluterung und Besserung zu fUhren. 1110 5
Again, selfishness and

gr~ed

remain unrewarded.

They have no

place alongside vi.::.--tues, if those virtues are to have a positive
effect.

~s

already explained in the second chapter, the main reward

for practicing the

second.a~

virtues is the building of characteristics

and behavior patterns which later put one in a position to receive
material rewards as a blessing fron God.

That is not to say there

are no rich people who are godless or selfish, but they are neither
truly happy nor on the path toward sanctification.

This connection

between the material and spiritual, the ab';ss between virtue and
selfishness, is also affirmed by r..ay1::aum.
FUr Gotthelf ist es oberster Grundsatz, dass die Tugend zum
Heil fUhre und nur in Gott die Kreatur selig werden kBnne. Wer
die geittliche Crdnung anerkennt, wer betet ~nd arbeitet und tut,
";.as brav und recht ist", der hat auch ein M.usseres GlUck und
10

-tuggisberg, Christentum, 98.
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kommt zu.11 Wohlsbnd, zumindest blei bt e:::- z~fricden mi t Gott und der
~·:elt; wer sich a.ber gegen die Gottesordnung vergeht, hochmUtig,
~bermUtig, unc selbstsUchtis wird, der wird bestraft.
Reichtum
bringt nur in Verbindun[; mit frt3:;imigkeit Segen, sonst wird er
eine ~uelle des Verdeybens.10o
Gotthelf gives us enough exa.nples of people who have these negative
experiences in relation to

~he

material.

Elisi, who is very selfish,

ends up with an abusive hus-00.nd and is both as physically and
financially forsaken as she is godless.

Johannes, Joggeli's son,

continually demands money from his father because he can't manage his
business due to his and his wife's excesses.

Joggeli himself, being

totally self-centered, does not seer.i to have one happy moment and is
undone through his own and his children's wrongdoing.
with such

char~cters

Uli is filled

which are set in contrast to Uli and Vreneli,

their loyalty and selflessness.
As we have seen, Uli is not always selfless.
selfish, he wins nothing by it.

When he is

In the first µ;i.rt of Uli's story,

when he only thinks of himself, how bad he has it, how he doesn't
receive enough µ;i.y, and how no one allows him any pleasures, he makes
no spiritual or material progress.

Only after he shows an interest in

his master's work and nossessions as though they were his own, as he
acquires the secondary virtues cf loyalty and thrift as opposites of
sslfishness, does he make spiritual and material progress, which two
remain bound together throughout the work.
Secondarv Virtues Vis-~-vis Avarice
Avarice, like selfishness, is a destructive characteristic.
106

t-';aybaum, Gottesordr:'..mf", 29.

It
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is true that hope for material possessions is an incentive for Uli, but
avarice is never rewarded.

What Karl Fehr says is true: "Im Vergleich

zu Vreneli bleibt Ul i stets mehr an den realen Zweck gebunden, und
seine unzweifelhaft starke

Hingabf~higkeit

wird andauernd van

ErfoJ.&:st~umen, vom Verlangen nach Besitz und Ansehen, begleitet."l07
But this longing for possessions and respect is the catalyst which
leads Uli to a virtuous lifestyle and to his own eventual salvation.
We need to remember Gotthelf's claim that the earthly and heavenly
happiness are attained by the same means.
into avarice.

This longing cannot evolve

Any step in that direction is punished.

greed, is, after all, one of the seven deadly sins. iOS

Avarice, or
When Uli loans

out his money with the intention of amassing more, he looses it.

When

he wants to marry for money, he fails and suffers ridicule.
Gotthel{ continually fought against avarice.
about the

comm~nity

In writing a report

of Utzenstorf, we read of Gotthelf's perceptions

from Ernst Galla ti: "Das normale Verrl!l tnis zu den ma teriellen GU tern
sei oft

gestB~t,

etwa bei Ubertriebener S:i;:arsamkeit oder blinder

Arbeitswut." 109 What, besides avarice, is "Ubertriebene Sparsamkeit"?
Gallati quotes Many more examples of vice, some relating directly
others indirectly to avarice.
Knowing that Gotthelf studied Hegel's dialectical process
107Fehr, Das Eild, 291.
10

8rn opposition to the seven cardinal virtues there are seven
deadly sins or vices "for which punishment is eternal damnation •••
They are pride, covetousness or greed, lust, envy, gluttony, anger,
accidie (or sloth)." Metford, Dictionary of Christian Lore and
Lerend, 225.
109ea11ati, Gesellschaftsk~itiY.,

~ I,

.i'+.
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may help in explaining

Gotthel~'s

position.

It is possible to say we

found Uli early on in a frame of mind which made him wasteful of his
resources; that may be our thesis.

As Uli realizes the materialistic

possibilities before him, he experiences notions of the opposite
extreme, those of avariciousness.

This is the antithesis.

Neither

o: those extremes is fruitful and Uli comes to a realization of the
moderate, and for Gotthelf true, principle in regard to one's
disposition toward the material, i.e. the secondary virtue of thrift.
This is our synthesis, the newly discovered truth in Uli's
circumstance.
Avarice then becomes the antithesis, or opposite of a virtue, a
vice.

At the same time it can also be a degenerated virtue (without

the effect of another medieval virtue - miJe).
thrift and then grow to an excess.

Avarice can start as

If this secondary virtue, thrift,

does not lead to the primary virtue of love of one's neighbor by

WdJ

of

generosity and devoutness, it also cannot lead one to God and the
ultimate purpose of the virtue is lost.

Instead of God influencing a

person, the person is ruled by K!la t was orie:inally virtue, now turned
negative in its effect.

It turns negative by being carried to an

extreme, as in the case of avarice, or it becomes totally meaningless
since it does not fulfill its true objective.

Greed is an abhorrently

exaggerated thrift, an extreme which controls a person in such a way as
to act as a tarrier between a person and the godly primary virtues.
This is not the case with Uli,

He is led into temptation as he

considers marriage to Elisi with he:::- potential inhe:::-itance as a
catalyst.

But Gotthelf makes it clear that even throughout this time
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Ul~

thin~s

about Vreneli.

In this way two important factors are

presented to the reader: first, that Uli would never have found
happiness with Elisi, and i:: a.. general sense, that his avariciousness
would h;;we stopped the sanctification process; secondly, as Gt\nther
so aptly puts it, "Mi t Vreneli tri tt eine neue l::auende r-;acht in sein
Leben: die Liebe. ,,1iO

Once Uli regains his perspective and puts any

avaricious notions under control, he puts himself in a position to
experience the p::-imary virtues.

L:li becomes in essence moderate to

be able to do this.
Gotthelf teaches moderation.
Earth has to be lrn:pt.

The balar.ce between He ven and
0

Otherwise one becomes too schw1ir-l"lerisch on the

one side, which was Gotthelf's opinion of his pietist critics, or too
worldly on the other, i.e. materialistic. 111
Virtue Vis-a-vis r.;a terialism
Is i t possible to be simultaneously materialistic and virtuous?
Is Uli materialistic?

These are questions which must be answered if

one is to explain the role of the secondary virtues.
In order to answer these questions, we must be conscious of the
premise trat Gotthelf believed in a personal God.

Guggisberg gives us

the following insight:
Gotthelf steht allen Spekulationen Uber das Wesen Gottes fremd
·in
... u Werner Gt\nther, Jeremias Gotthelf: Wesen und ~fork(Berlin,
Bielefeld, MUnchen: Erich Scr.Jllidt Verlag, 1954), 144.
111
Eayer, referring to Gotthelf's biographer, writes: "Manuel
wusste also, dass Eitzius den jUngeren Fietismus (ErweckJngsbewesung)
als zUgellose Schwttrmerei bekM.mpfte ••• " Bayer, Theologische Quellen,

426.
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gegennber.

Gott ist fUr ihn kein abstraktes ',Jesen, kein

Eegriffsgott, Bber den man wie Uber irgend einen Gegenstand reden

ohne von ihln nicht im innersten berUhrt zu sein. Er ist
ihn nur in der Erfah..."""1.lng zu fassen. Gotthelf spricht nur vf
der Seite Gottes Wesen, die der Welt, dem Leben zugewandt ist.1
k~nnte,

¥

f11r

God is therefore directly connected with the world, being its cre3.tor.
The human individual, also a creation of God, even though earthly, also
has godly aspects.

Gotthelf makes it his mission as a writer to engage

people with this aspect.

Throu~h

-

Uli he shows that God has a direct

~-

interest in mankind, that the creation is intimately bound together
with the creator.

In this sense there is for Gotthelf no separation

between physic and metaphysic.

The material can be spiritual and the

spiritual can be material.
Since God is only comprehensible through experience, this also
beine an understandable, i.e. empirical attestation of God's love,
there are still many people who, not having experienced him, are
spiritually separated from God.

So there must be a

may gain experiences which lead to God.

~ay

in which one

In U2.i it is t'1e moderate,

unselfishly practiced secondary virtues which lead to this path.

When

Uli saves, he not only has money but also a feeling of security.

He

can make it through some periods of illness when he can't work; he's
more in control of his own life.

When he is loyal toward his master,

he not only receives a raise in salary but also increases in his
feelings of

r~:ponsibility

toward himself and his master.

When he

acquires humility, the master teaches him techniques of farming.
secondary virtue that Uli acquires builds his character thro'.lgh
112

Guggisberg, Christentum, 92.

Each
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pcsi ti ve expe:dences and ledd !"lim toward the primary virtues.
t'.'u'iftiness comes the hope to ·cetter himself.
the end, love.

From

From loyalty comes, in

Through devoutness he gains more and more faith.

Which

secondary virtues lea.d to which primary virtues is also ::it times
interch~nGable.

Eut this does net occur until he recognizes through

experience who means well with him and that throu;h thrift and loyalty
things may be achieved.

It is Uli's experiences which prove to him

that the virtuous way is the right way, and simultaneously let him
experience God.
Because these Christian virtues are given by an exegete of a
Christian God, they then also lead to

u.

Christian Goe.

'Itis God, sir:ce

he involves himself directly, blows how to reward vi tuous behavior.
And the one who through this also experiences God, knows how to
recognize the-reward as God's blessing.

It follows then that if one

considers material possessions in and of themselves, as long as they
are linked with God, Gotthelf is n8t antimaterialistic.

It is a

person's attitude toward those possessions which concern him.

If

God and his commanded virtues are removed from the relationship
between an individual and his or her possessions, then Gotthelf
becomes very antimaterialistic.
Aside from the individual's relationship to material goods as
mentioned above, there exists also the philosophy of materialism.

The

whole system of exchange of goods and services, i.e. economics, was
being revolutionized and affected people's lifestyles.
eco:1or.iic revolution came new w3.ys

o:

With the

thinking in an attempt to deal

with these chances and their rela:':.ionship tc some of the fur:damental
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questions of h:.un.an existence.
~hilosophy

of materialism and

could not accept the resulting

Gotthe}~
~~ny

this he was truly conservative.

of the changes it reflected.

In

Uli, being "eine Gabe fUr Dienstboten

und :·1eisterleute", people who share an economic relationship one with
another, allows us to understand why Gotthelf was so opposed to these
changes.

He saw the Christian order and therefore the sanctification

procesG threatened through the social and political occurances of this
time pe::-iod.

!iow he understood this order threatened will be expl3.ined

by the next q'.lote.
was not

a

Ae need to be

prophet of doo:n.

quic~

to add that Gotthelf, however,

He believed tho.t the world wa.s

progressively gettinc better.

But he also believed therc. were

elements which obstn1cted this move toward betterment, and he fought
vehemently

ag~inst

them.

If matter, through the virtues, is bound to

God, there is··a peaceful coexistence.

Should matter exlude God, then

it degenerates or alienates the secondary virtues and declares war
on the primary virtues.

One of the socio-political economic systems

which did exactly that was communism.

Guggisberg explains Gotthelf's

consequent position toward this movement very well.
Im ganzen kommunistischen System sieht er nichts anderes als
tierische Selbstsucht, ••• Kommunimus und rtadikalismus kBnnten
nichts als zerstBren. Diese fahrenden ~euter bildeten zusammen
mit Zigeunern und Juden eine Art unheilige Dreieinigkeit •.•
Kommunisten, Sozialisten, ?ourieristen und andere Unchristen
suchten die Ursachen des bestehenden Elends nie in der SUnde,
sondernstets in der bestehenfen Jrdnu.~g, ja sogar in den Geboten
Gottes und de~ en :Eefolgune.1 3
Uli, in its tattle for the Christian order was in this sense
entirely antimaterialistic.
11Jibid.' 266-7.

The social problems are to be solved
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through the Ctristian virtue;;,.
"Denn er ist

dav~n

Uberzeuct, dass sich jeder

' b en kµ,...,nne 1
.w.hl s ta nd er:-ie

. I

is not just for

Gotthel: recomr:;ends savings b:lnks,

t~e

ft

d~ch

wri ... es 1.1ug01s b erg. 1i4
• .j.

,-,

•

'I'Uchtigkeit zum

But Gotthelf's concern

material well-being but also the spiritual.

:'herefore, he continually and polemically attacks the antispiritual
Zeitsi:eist.

Maybaum, relying on Gotthelf's texts, writes about

Gotthel.f's attitude regarding the radical movements.
Die menschliche ;;a tur fordert ihre Rechte, sie will, dass ihre
Triebe befriedict werden; d3. diese aber durch religi~se Tugenden
un den wiridich gebildeten Geist nicht in Schranken gehalten
werden, so entste~t eine Anarchie der Triebe, Unordnung, in
welcher der Jliensch nicht leben kann. Diese Lehre sei nichts
andi:;res als, "dass, wen es gelUste, eine Sau sein zu wollen",
e!" dem Verlangen auch nachgeben solle.
I1;.an e!"'-<enne nicht, dass
der Ursprung des Ungll.kks in der SUnde liege, sonde:::-n glaube,
dass er in der b~stehenden urdnung zu finden sei, und wolle
diese stUrzen.11 )
Xaybaum also shows in more detail how this Zeit.c:eist is being fought

by Gotthelf because of this atheistic materialism.116
In no way should we believe that Gotthelf defended the status
quo.

We must reMember that he was also a political activist and

published political articles.

He recognized the social injustices

and worked to erradicate them.

However, a totally dif:erent cause

was attributed to these injustices then the revolutionaries purported.
Gotthelf saw as the primary cause of social ills
lack of

~hristian

virtues, i.e. sin.

-Uli

a~d

injustices the

is in 1)'.3.rt an answer to these
-

It is written for both Dienstboten and M.eisterleute.

problems.

114
rb·id •• -?6 9.
11 c;

!1ayb3.um, Sottesordnun:", 30.

116

see Ibid., J1.
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Johannes, Uli 's master, is just as much a:J example for an
Ul i is an example for an emplo:ree.

errrploye~

as

h.11 characters in Ul i show how

material goods in and of themselves could do nothing for mankind's
ultimate salvation.

Only in connection with the to-God-leading

virtues is the material a positive force in life; otherwise it is only
there to satisfy unbridled drives, destroy the character of an
individual, and consequently negate that individual's possibility to
experience God.

Gotthelf saw this very possibility threatened through

the philosophy of materialism.
Karl Marx, on the other hanc:, diC. not see the Christian virtues
in a positive light; he attacked them.

Hermann Weiss informs us,

"Sein in den Jahren unmittelbar vor der devolution entwickelter Begriff
des Klassenkampfes beweist, wie weit er sich in seinem Den.ken von den
christlichen Idealen der Demut und Liebe entfernt hat.
sees in this tendency not only a

soci~l

1111 7 Gotthelf

revolution but a declaration

of wa::- on Christianity and "die von Gott gesch::.ffene 'unab!inderliche
Ord.nung' 11 • 118 Gotthelf values these virtues as positive, because
through them the God-willed
beings exists.

o~er

of relationships between human

Weiss gives us an example;

"Im Gegensatz zu Weitling

sieht Gotthelf das Almosengeben der Reichen und die Dankb:lrkeit der
Besitzlosen als einen notwendigen Beitrag zum gesellschaftlichen
Zusammenhalt an."

119

We may go one step further and say that beyond

11 7Hermann Weiss, "Vorspiel zur Revolution: Die Bewertung der
Demut in den vierziger Jahren des 19. Jahrhunderts." Zeitschrift flir
deutsche Philologie 97.2 (1978), 211.
118
rbi::i.
110

I

220.

- 'Ibid., 221.
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the societal bond this seel"ls essential for
pe~s::•nal

interaction that virt:.ies can be

in a vacuum.
agencies.

salv~ tion.

pr~tcticed;

It is through

they ccnnot operate

Noy can they be mediated through governnent or social

The personal interaction is important as we can ce:ctainl:1

observe with Lili and Johan:ies as exam:?les.
cha:!!.ge in th:'..s GJttesord.nung.

Gotthelf did not want a

The Christian feeling of responsibility

toward one's fellow haman being has to be developed within each
individual and cannot be mitigated or taken over by the state and its
agencies.
The

roots of human relations bad to also be nourished

spirit~al

on the side of the poor.

They should know "wer es gut mit ihnen

meine", as is so often writ ten :..n Uli.

The poor also need to stay

within the bounds of the to-God-leadinf, virtues,
no more bounds whatsoever.

ot~erwise

there are

Weiss q:10tes Gotthel::': "Je unbekannter der

Geber mit den Armen ist, desto frecher ihre Forderungen .....

120

(This,

of course, is an argument which still exists today in any welfare
state.)

If the poor recognize, through their gratitude, the goodwill

of the giver, the possibility exists that they could perceive the
given as God's blessing, i.e. a reward for their humility and
gratitude, and not

t~ink

of it as their right.

virtues ag·iin lead mankind toward God.

Through this the

Both giver and recepient are

sanctified thro·Jgh their virtuous conduct and interaction.
So Uli shows us the right way to salvation.
mastershi? and Uli's becoming

te1ch~ble,

exemplary

allow both master and servant

simultaneously to further develop as Christians.
120Ibid., 224.

Joh~nnes'

The material is
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both a -:::iait and a reward for virtuous actions.
3I3LJC_4.L .;TEIC A!:J "SOCT::'.INE

In Uli Gotthel: presents a God who is not abstract but
inextricably involved with human affairs.

He rewards and he punishes.

Keller identifi8s this as iUdisch.
The argument that £1l has Jewish, i.e. Old Testament elements
should not elicit objectionable reactions from
mind, at least theologically.

a

Christian frane of

Christianity's roots are deeply

implanted in the soil of Judaism.

Both the Old Testa.ment and Hew

Testar:ient are accepted as canonized scri:;iture in the Christian world.
An

visit to hear a sermon will prove that doctrines are

occ~sional

preached out of both texts, however varied their interpretations might
be.

In the epistles of St. Paul, perhaps the most often quoted sources

of Christendom, we find written: "So ist das Gesetz unser Zuchtmeister
gewese~

. ~
auf Chrisuus,
••• .. 121

?aul, himself a cofounder of

C:hristiani ty, or a-: le:.st his editors, do 'lot reject the old but view
it as

prep;i.r~tory

fer the

ne~

teachings.

Gotthelf has no need to excuse himself for using both the old and
the new; both, in conjunction with one another lea.d to a Christian God.
The ;:ommandment to love one's neighbor is :lot new.
Old Testament.

" ••• Du sollst deinen

ich binder Herr."

122

N~chsten

It is also in the

lieben wie dich selbst;

The commandment is directed toward the Hebrews

but prepares the way for the Christian universalization of the
121 Galatians iii. 24.
122_

. t.

.uevi

lCUS

xix.18 .
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principle.

The Old. testament is richly endowed with symbolism,

metaphors, similies, and other literari; devices which have been
interpreted by the Christian world as preparations for its message.
The

Sanctificati~n

Process

Gotthelf saw in the farmer the image of an ideal.
without God is for him not a :possibility.

One is always dependent on

Him since He is the creator and ruler of nature, also
Himself in nature but not in the pantheistic sense.
san~tification

Farming

ma~ifesting

In Uli the

:p:-ocess becomes visible because of this connection

between crr:a tor and creation.

GUnther writes the following a bout

Gotthelf's Ba.uern,...elt: "Und als i!"lren kostrersten und

sch~nsten

Sinn

hat diese geistige Welt ih!n Lebenstreue und Lebensreinheit: Heiligun0
p~

offen'l:x.lrt." ~)

Uli embodies the universal model for the sanctification

process as typified through farm life.
depandent on God.

To be a farmer m82.ns being

And to be a successful farmer, one has to have a

positive relationship wi7.h God, Le. being devout in order to earn
God's blessings.

Therefore, Uli is led to God through the temporal

concerns of the farmer which are positively acted upon by the secondary
virtues, those building and developing Uli's character to prepare

h~m

for the primary virtues and salvation.
To further support this point,

GUnthe~'s

insight into Gotthelf's

Bauernwelt is very helpful.
Vorrecht und Verantwortung, Segen und Pflicht des Bauerntums
quellen aus dieser Unmitteltarkeit des Auf-Gott-gestellt-Seins.
sie erzeugt die vier Kerntugenden, die, wie Gotthelf anderw~rts
12 :tunther, wesen und Werk, 45.
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sa.e;t, ein Bauer h:• ~en muss und ohne C.ie er :f;.einer ist oder es nicht
lange bleiben ;;.'ird: :\rbeitsar.ikeit, Htl.uslichkeit, ~1.lrb:lrkeit und
l
-=<'r""'m;
....
U ..
...:..c::~·Ke1·...L.. ,__.....,
?tL

lli

This point is presented very vividly when Johannes, Joggeli's son,
looses the Glungge in a11 auction.
virtues make it

impossi~le

.:ts um:orthy of himself.

':'he lack o: the above mentioned

for him to be a farmer.

He regards farming

.:. . sancti:ication is theref0re out of the

question for this Johannes.

Not only does he personally resist the

responsibility which could lead hin on the path of saving

virt~es,

but he also tries to dissuade Uli

Jog~eli,

fro~

remaining loyal to

his

own father, by offering Ul i a job a:id luring hin a;.sy from the fa.rm.
The latter is not
to the world

o:

dissuade~.

In a nore general sense Uli remains loyal

the farmer and with that rema:.ns with the

sanctification process actively engaged.
This sanctification portrayal never transforms itself into a
ro~antic

image of the ideal.

archtype.

This is what

ma.~es

It is not an idyllic

mi~ror

image of an

the work so believable, the realities

of farn life are not hidden, not even the vulgar lancuage is excluded,
in short, it is not deified or mystified.

Gll.nther writes: "Die

Identifizierung von Heiligung und 11tuerlichem Lebenssinn hat ihn
niemals gehir.dert, die Eauernwelt in
Realitltt zu sehen."

12

~hrer

lebendigen und irdischen

5 Th~t is why the descriptions of the town brawl,

the fighting maids, the mentioning of dung, etc.

All this is a part of

farming life that up to now had not been included in any writing about
124rbid •• 48.
12

-1bid.' _52..
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this class of peo}:·le.

In

doin~

so, Gotthelf wa.s one of the first,

Consequently, some critics looked at this understanding and showing of
the real farm life as having a. "wo:::-ldly" perspective.
Gotthelf, being a descriptive, or demotic writer, was therein
misunderstood.

He saw much in human beings which could be termed

For him, the person who was not on the road toward

animalistic.

sanctification w2vs anim.::.listic.
to day, d.oesn't thir.k about

an~:

This is a person who lives from day
future, is perhaps not even capable of

doing so, and does not :practice the vitues because they have no purpose
for such a person.
of the novel.

Uli is in eY.actly this condition at the beginning

For him, a peer farn servant, "dem niem::i.nd eine Freude

leiden Kill", therE' is no future.
One might well asJ( how this conception of the human individual
and his or her

s~nctific~tion

arguments of the time.

process fits into the theological

Eut it is

to note that Gotthelf

i~teresting

doesn't p:IBce much value on theological arcuments; it isn't they which
sanctify a

pe~son,

seen in :Jli,

it is the S?here of active Christian virtues, as

Jespersen sums it u:p thusly: "The exegisis of life can

never be learned in theological lectures.

11126

::ow one is to live can

only be le::.rned through experiencinc life itself.
consist.ant with Gotthelf's view that to
him.

~:now

This argument is

God one has to experience

Experience, total active involvement in life, is for Gotthelf

essential for eventua.l salva ticn.
In order for Uli to be saved, he has to become actively engaged
126

Jesnersen, Chri?=tian Ord9r, 109.
~

-~~~
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in life.

Uli sees how well off others ars but can in no

the goodness cf God ir.. his condition.
separated from God.

~ay

experience

Eis lifestyle keeps him

It is impossible for God's influence to penetrate

his life, 'J.ntil, through the help of the Bodenreuer, he removes his
superficial life experiences and exchanges them for the secondary
virtues.

Guggisberg describes the frame of mind and reference that

lJ l i had to deal with.
I;~irch die bi ttere Not des D:.>.seinsk:lm:pfes ric'.-ltet sich die f!:anze
,;.ufmerksamkei t auf das ;•ia. terielle ~.md. d.er, Genuss. Die eigene Not
fin::let a;n 1uxus der anderen ein schmerzliches Gegenbild. 11:a,n
~ewBh:-it sich, a!1 der Cbei::'fl~che zi.: bleiben, durch .:..lkohol und.
liebscb'lften wird das GefUt:lswesen ve:rwUstet, die akute
rt<itionalisierun .~; ~es Lebens macht das L:instr\:3r;en Uberratione.ler
Krgfte unmBglich.~27

This describes U li perfectly at the beginning of the novel.
superr~tional

powers in this case woulc be God, who

h~s

The

no access to

Uli in the condition he is in.
When a person finds !'limself in t'.lis condition, Gotthelf shows
that such a person cannot only not be helped by God but cannot help
him or herself either.

The only one who is thus capable to help is

someone who is already a true Christian, i.e. is on the level of the
primaI"J virtues and

h~s

a positive relationship with God.

novel th:i. t role is filled by Johannes, the

:Eoden~::wer.

In this

Of him Sengle

writes: "Die Zustt!nde, in denen Uli lebt sind nicht nur normal, sondern
glinstig, dadurch

v~r

allem, dass sein Chef, der Bodenbauer, ein

'wahrer' Meister ist, ein Idealbild aller Tugenden."

12

7Gucgisberg, Christentum, 263-4.

122,

::iene; l e, Biedermeie:-:-zei t,

1
7 .... ,,;,,,..

a~

128

This Johannes
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was s.cle to infl'.le:.ce t:li in that he was alrea.dy on this "advanced"
level.

addre~>sing

Never did he give theological lectures to l: li, only

those :;.;oints that were pertinent to Uli's life whenever he gave him a
lecture of any kind.
own good.will.

Other tr.an th::i,t, he simply let lJli experience his

Only in triis way does Uli discover, e.fter many events,

"wer es gut mit ih:s meine".
sanctification process.
fin:3 t<e right p:;. th.

Johannes leads him toward the

One's fellow man is absolutely essential to

Cn !!.is or her own a person C2..nr..ot be saved.

Therefore, every individual has a direct
h·:;r fellow human being.

res~onibility

toward his or

This point is aC.dressed. by Mayh. wm.

Dc.s Gebot der Nachster..liebe weckt nicht nur Liebe, sondern
dani t zusammen Ver:~. r..twortungsbewusstsein. Es ist eine verwe!"i'liche
Ei~stellu~g, w~n::. jemand sagt, i~n g~he "die g~c:..n~e ~ach;; 1tchts an,
una., was 1. hn nichts o.ngehe, dare1n rnsche er sicn n1cht • -9
Johannes' neighbor, :aesli, does not have this :feeling of
responsibility toward others.

He allows his se!"vants to have

relationships as though they were married.
how to disrupt any positive

~elatinship

Consistently he is plotting

between Johannes and Uli,

almost succe6ding on occasions.
Johannes, r.owever, becomes U1:.. 's protector, one might say God's
proxy.

":Jenn die Art, wie Joh3.nnes seinem Knecht gegenUbertritt, wird

allein von der christlichen Ji.gape bestimmt," writes Fehr.
also goes on to describe the effect of Johannes' actions.
toward "der selbstsilindigen Entfaltung der innewohnenden

129 r-:ayreum, Gottesordnung,
1 'l()
~JVFehr,

Das

.:.i ld ,

-· •

131 Ibid., 262.

?{"
...._,,J.

?J.

°

13

Fehr

He helps Uli

Kr~fte".

i3l
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Fo:::- Uli, i t is his relationshi:;> to johannes which helps him in his
socio-economic betterment.

To the young servant the sanctification

process is not a consciously chosen road cut
economic progress.

rathe~

an adherent of

At the start Uli can only see the ladder toward

material success; he does not yet know that it is a double ladder, the
other leading to spiritual success, or happiness.
When one has this feelint; of responsibility toward one's fellow
nan and pr3.ctices love of one's neighbor, then it is advantageous to be
ma.terially in a position to give hel; and to reward.

In Uli 's cn.se

this is very irT.portant since his ma teric.l progress is ':Jound. together
with his spiritual progress.
cannot be overemphasized,

Gotthelf's attitude toward :naterial goods

Here we need to reco.s-nize that a wealthy or

well-to-do person need not sell everything he or she has and give it to
the poor, as is written in the BL:;le.

Gotthelf sees this as

impractical and ineffective in the long range.

Jespersen says it

thusly:
In all of Gotthelf's works, there is not a single examnle of a
person who believes that it is necessary to forsake wealth and
material comfort in order to be a good Christian. It is sufficient
that he use his worldly possessions unselfishly to promote
righteous causes.132
This reiterates the quote in the last part of the preceding chapter
when the minister speaks.
that is the crucial factor.
man, then it is good.

It is what one does with cne's possessions
If they are used to help one's fellow

Are they used to satisfy animalistic egotism,

then it is rod.
iJ2Jespersen, Christian Orde~, 89.
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The principal egoists of the work: Blisi, Joggeli, Johannes
(.Joggeli '3 son), an:. th2 cottor. merch3.r<t are exa:rrples of the negative
disposition.

There exists also no s:;::arY. of hope of a spiritual

better:r.ent.
The strong Starr:m on which Uli raises himself has to eventually
be left by him, if he wants to m1ke progress.

Kot only does Uli in his

new position receive a higher salary but also more resuonsibility and
effect on the lives of other people.

He rnust become more independent.

The ac'.J_ui:::·ed virtues become solicified and he nears God

th~ough

his

ex;ieriences, until at the end, when he, with the love of Vreneli, is in
heaven.
later in the work Vreneli becomes Uli's strong Stamm on which he
continues to raise himsel:.
help progress· is :;:.ossi ble.

Someone has to always be there with whose
Gotthelf looked at the human race as

dynamic, always becor.iint; better.

"Wir Menschen alle, Prediger und

Laien, sind ein Werdendes, uni wo Leber. ist, da ist ein 'r\erden bis zurr:.
Tade ••• "

This we read in a letter by Gotthel: as quoted by

Neuenschwander. lJJ Even though the Hegelian influence can definitely
be felt in this quote, it relates directly to the sanctification
process.
Virtues can only operate in a social context.

It follows then

that Uli, or anyone else, can only be saved through interaction with
other people.
process.

Asceticism has no place in Gotthelf 's sanctification

It should be clear then that the biblical doctrine of love of

one's neighbor, through Johannes, is what promotes Clj on the path of

• "<J
l_,

Neuenschwander, Ordm:n::~, 138.
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biblical ethic, i.e. second::;.ry and primary virtues.

These .enable him

to experience the love of God and to re:;:·lica te it on the human level
throush his interaction with others.
be summed. up thusly: a Christian

The formula for the process can

individ~al

helps

~remote

someone

to the with material reward connected level of secondary virtues, these
lead to the God connected primary virtues.
Aork And Acauisition
?he roots of the Christian work ethic are alreidy deeply embedded.
in Ee'trew Eterature.
It

1 y-t
~1.

"In the swe1t of thy :ace shalt t!1ou e::Lt bread,

But to say, as Keller did, Uli is more Jewish than Christian,

shows to some degree naivety about or nonacceptance of Cotthelf's
beliefs, which leads to false conclusions.

Gotthelf himself did not

vc..lue Je'c:ry very highly, which is a reflection of a ran-European
at~itude

of the time.

?or Gotthelf, the children of

1~dam

and 3ve ar2 in the same

oonditi.on as concerns work as their ancient :atherand mother.
individual must or should work to

sus~~in

him or herself,

Each

Fhysical

sustenance is an aspect of life that is the responsibility of the
individual.

This aspect fulfills its true and God-8iven purpose only

if it is connected with a restoration of an intimate rela.tionship with
God, which w:.:.s lost do to the fall of man.

This means that work

becomes a catalyst in the sanctification process.
~~s,for

The welfare state

Gotthelf, the antithesis of one of God's commar.dments.

Commur.ist and socialsit doctrir.e were not just anti-Christian in their
1 '))1
•
PGenesis

• • •

iJ..1.

19 •
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aetheistic

tea..chin~s,

c~t

also interfered in the Christian realm of

action and made it impossible to experience God and his blessings
t'.;rough work rewarded by him.

The ideology becomes the new God, the

state the mediator, o:::- Christ.

Work would be tied not to a !'eligious

God in the conventional sense but to ideology.
for a man who believes that

thr~ui'!,h

This is intolerable

work, es:;:.ecic.:.lly farming, one c::i.n

come to experience God.
;fork a.nd. acquisitio!1 are
sp1r1tual progress.
Calvinism.

·~ 1 e

es~)ecic.lly

fo:::- l'li a !"!3.terial sir:n of

!"..ave to be c::.reful not to confuse this with

Nothingis absclutely :credetermined., 0md material

possessions do nJt unequivocally mean that he is rich due to the
pleasure of God.

Gotthelf does not accept the doctrine of

predestim:.tion; it i5 tf:Y00f"L recoe::::i tion, conversion, work, and
progress that.mankind is sanctified.
~erhaps

we cannot imagine an individual within a society

who does not in some degree fit into the category of either master or
servant, employer or e:n:ployee, for .....-horn these princi1:les could not be
applic~ble.

li:les.

Then one

thin~s

of the welfare rolls and the unemployment

Gotthelf perceives an increc.sin;; difficulty in a r.iodern

industrial society to retain t!'le intimately personal relationships of
em:ploye~:

and employee, those relationships that alloVi for a feeling of

direct responsibility and. love :o.r- one's fellow man.

The masses of

workers in a factory have little or no ?ersonal contact with their
employer, who often values the worker as part of an abstract resource
with the term "labor force".
cor.imunist reactL;n of the

Gotthelf :lid not onl:r see a

pr~,letc~riat

d~1nger

in the

but 2..bc in thP entire capitalist
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indust:-ia.l revolution.

'.:'he life of the Emmental :farmer for him was

whc:. t sh3.l•ed his beliefs and. :; li serves as a reflection of those

beliefs.

His was a. voice cf cent:lry old sta.bili ty in a rAvolutiona.:-y

world..
T'.1e Economy
Otto Brunner gives us a better insight into why Gotthelf uses the
model of the f3.rmins world to express his religious beliefs.

He

~-rites

a bout economy.
Die Obr:onik ist buc'.1siliblich Lehre vom C ikos, von Haus im
umfassendsten Sinn, vom "ganzen Baus", um mit ~:ihelm :-ieinrich Riehl
zu sprechen, de:- diese heute :mr noch im illuerlichen Leben
teilweise lebendiger: Sozialgetilde im I"!ome~t seines Zerfalles oder
doch seines ZurUcktrstens beschrieben hat.J..35

Bi blic3.lly,

t~is

"g::.nze l:iaus" is the house of

f.. braham,

Isaac, and

Jacob, as well as othsr ancient patriarchs, and in this sense is
hebraic.

Tnese ancient

~1ousefathers

for the income and 8are of

t~eir

an entire economic society.

did net only have responsibility

own nuclear or extended family but for

Their word is to be obeyed.

Through them

come the laws, the rules of behavior and control of relationships
between all those belonging to the house, as well as all decisions
concerning the
a

housefat~er

econo~y

of the house.

The S?here of influence of such

is allencoFipa.ssing, affecting all areas of life.

As

such, the housefather had to act in the interest of the entire
household.

He would not be successful economically if his attitude

were selfish or self-serving.
1

Brunner further explains:

35otto Brunner, "Das F3.'1Ze Haus und :iie al teuro;tiische CkonomH:,"
in I~eue Wege der Verfassung-s- un::! Sozh.l:reschichte. 2nd ed.
rcutt·
' '(;.: ~t:.:fr6cr.~,
.,
·+
1~ ·.\ , 1... 1,h.
"'"
\ v
ingen: Van d en h oecK
.'j'::.<
1
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=:iie Ckonomik als lehre vom Oikos ur:fasst eben C.3..::: Gesamthei t der
menschlichen 3eziehungen ur.c< T~!tigkeiten im H~wse, das Verh~ltnis
von i•\ann und ?rau, 2;1 tern und Kindern, H:::..usherrn U.?1d Gesinde
(Skl.aven) und die ErftUlunc der in Haus- und. Landwlrtscha.ft
g:estellten Aufg::i.ben. Er ist notwenaic; uni crla:..lbt, soweit er der
Errllnzung: der i~utarkie des Ha.uses client, er ist verwerflich, sob3..li
er ~UJ'l S~lbst~weck wiri, das heisst, auf Gelderwcrb an sich
Z-.L· eht
..... • 1p
This doctine is built into Uli.

Gotthelf believes

still found in the farming life of the Emmental.

t~is

situation is

Johannes, the

Bodenreuer, is such an ides.l image of a housefather whose concern is
~
:o~

th e e;1 t'ire house, not only his immediate family or even just

himself.

He is necessary

an~

allowed because he does not only work for

and to>ard his own interec::t but that of his entire house.
he is also concerned with what '.J li does with his free time.

Therefore,
Invariably

it is a reflection on his house, and having responsibility toward all
its members, this also
sense,

beco~es

i~cludes

Uli's :ather.

This

addressed in the text itself.
ihrern Hause, und was sie ir.

'J li.

Johannes then, in a ver:1 real

feelin~

o: responsibility is

"Die Meisterleut si:ld doch Ifoister in

ihr~m

Hause dulden, und was sie ihren

Leuten nachlassen, dafUr sind sie Gott und den J'>!e:ischen verantwortlich."

137
Although having links to the Hebrews, such a conception is not
exclusively hebraic.

According to Brunner it is a tradition which,

through the Greeks, was also old-European.
Die alteurop!iische Okonornie ist die Lehre von der "wirtschaft"
im ~uer lichen Sinn, vom "g:inzen Haus". Was sei t (:.en Gri echen
im euro¢ischen Denken theoretisch erfasst wird, ist eine sehr

iJ6 Ibid.,
1

105.

37 Gotthelf, S~mtlich€ 0 iierke, 4: 3.
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vi el wei tcr Vt;rb"!.·ei te-:e Denkweise, die dcr Grund.forri a.ller
Baue:::-nk.iltureYJ. entsp.richt: fus Haus, die Wirtschaft ist das
gr,mdle5end.e Sozi"~lgebi lde c.ller ~uerlichen unJ. b!!uerlichadeligen Kult;.;.:::er. ••• ur:d wurde in dies en Jah:rtausenden vom
S,trukturw~nd~l ~er po:irischen Formen der Oberschichten in seiner
Subs t.anz wen:i.g oe-:::Uhr ". - 3
During the time Gotthelf was writing, the age of industrializ:>. tior.,
this old-European fa.ming econor.-,y
Emmental.

was

still very strong in tho,

5ecause of this commonality among all farming cultures, this

"entire house" economy, it is very plausible to find among the Emmental
farmers an econor.iy which is also found in the Bible, especially the
p::i.storal Cld Testament settings.

The biblical ]."U.triarc'.!s, as models

of a lifestyle directly subordinate to God, could
in the f:i.mer of

Gctthcl:~'s

fin~

beir re-plica

world.: specifically is i t the Bodenb:i.uer

in Uli.
~e

already exanined Johannes' role as God's proxy.

actions influence
advant~geous

~li

in the

~~y

His virtuous

they do because of Johannes'

position of a biblical housefather.

The virtuous

adrr.inistration of the "entire house" enables him to teach and reward
Uli.

He gives Uli experiences, through the secondary virtues, which

lead him to

t~e

primary virtues and to God.

In this fashi0n Johannes

is God-like, not only in the Old Testament kind of way but also in the
Christian.

As such a hurr:an repr€sentation of God we see characteristics

which reaf:irm the Christian perspective.

Johannes is God-like in that,

as the administrator of the "entire house", he loves, teaches, and
rewards, i.e. is actively involved as a positive force for good.

This

connection between Johannes and his house and God and his world is not

13°'trunner, Das ganz~ Hdus, 107.
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something new.
J:.s

3runner clarifies this:

aber durchaus rn!3r;lich, d.?~s die M.lteren Jar.rhunde:::-te
religi5se Geschichtsbild, die christliche
Geschichtstheologie "Bko!'l.o:'lisch" zu ne~.nen. Denn "Oeconomia" ist
auch etn TerCTinus der christlichen Dogmatik seit Tertullian, rneint
die die Geschichte bestimmende gBttliche ~eltregierung, den
Heilsplan. Noch in einem H2..uptwerk d.er Hausvgterlitr::ratur des 17.
Ja!:.rhunderts, in Wolf Hehr.hards von ~ohlbsrg "Georgica curiosa"
heisst es in der Einleitung, dass Gott "der :nenschenliebende,
hiT!lhllische Hausherr sei, der nicht abl~sst, die grosse
Weltoeconorniam noch immerdar zu bestellen und zu regieren". Man
w~r sich also damals des Zusamnenhangs zwi?~hen gBttlicher und
'.'lenschlicher ''~konor.-,ie" noch wohl bewusst. J9
w~re

b 0 ~errschende

';le are already familiar with Gotthel:'s idea that Heaven is bound
closer together wi :r Earth than is generally believed.

How much

Gotthel:' imew about or was directly in:luenced by the Ea.usv!iterli tera. tur
may be a

~uestion

:or :urthsr stuiy and research.

A knowledge thereof

would not have been necessary though to create Uli in that tradition.
It was a cultural and not just a literary tradition and therefore can
be

expe~ienced

in life if not read in books.

felt about experiences.

i.Je know how Gotthelf

This viewr_r0int about econony, for Gotthelf

perhars more intuitive than conscious, is a fact of his farming world.
Gotthelf's Christianity
Gotthelf was a practical person who did
very hifhly.

He

no~

value the theoretical

did want to actualize certain ideals but had no

-.m::-ealistic illusions.

Because of this practical dispcsi tion, he also

had not much use.for abstract theology.

Wrat was theologically

Christian had less meaning for him than wh:l.t was pragmatically
applica "t:ly Christian.

Therein lies also the origin of his socio-

political activism, which he practiced very polemicclly.
1)9 Ibid., 126.

It is this
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practical Christianity which helps Uli to be sanctifieC!..

It is not his

going to church and having his mind theologically engaged with doctrine
and dogma.

What Bayer says

applicable here.

~bout

another work of Gotthelf is also

"Wie auch sonst in der Epik Gotthelfs sind hier

Geistliches und Weltliches eng mi teinander verflochten. ,.l40
As a practical man,

~inister

were of great importance to hi;n.

and author, the secondary virtues
They determine the actions wh}ch are

labeled as either Ghristian or unchristian.

For Gotthelf these

concepts of virtue are not just theoretical conversation pieces but
tools to be used not only in building a better lif s for oneself
also f'or others.

Gotthelf shows a rc;al conviction, a religious

conviction toward the role of these virtues.
dominant of these virtues in

U 1i,

Speakinr, of the most

loyalty, Hans Dayer, who saw much

that was Wald·ensian and Baptist in Gotthelf, writes:

"Die Predigten

Gotthelfs lassen erkennen, dass dieser Treuebegriff ftlr den Pfarrer
Bitzius nicht bloss eine literarische Fiktion, sondern reales Ethos
141
ist."
This total immersion in these concepts is not just true of
loyalty bJt all other secondary virtues in Uli.

It must be true

because Gotthelf b3.sed the process of sanctification on these same
secondary virtues, makine them indispensible for salvation.
What then is the essentially Chri tian in

1Ili?

It is the God

representing, virtuous Johannes, the teachable Uli; it is the
140

Hans Bayer, "Biblisches Ethos und W.uerliche Lebensform. Die
sprachlichen, sozialen und religiBsen Grundlagen von Gotthelfs Epik, ••
in Jahrbuch des Freien Deutschen Hochstifts 1980, ed. Detlev LUders,
(Tffbinc:en: Max Nierrier.~r Ve:dag, 19S•J), J51.
141 Ibid.'

-,,ct:.

_.. fa•
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secondary

virtue~.

which hel:p :: li on his Wily toward sanctif::.ca ti on;

loyalty, thrift, obedience, etc.; it is the primary vi!'tues which allow
Uli to experience agape, as well as faith in himself, in God, and in
'.lis fellow man; it is the eventual unity with God and his blessing for
a righteous life.

the next.

Uli receives these blessings in this life, not just

This is Gotthelf 1 2 practical Christianity, it not only helps

one achieve a future better world after life, but it can also create a
better world here and now; for the individual as well
society.

Uli shows us the way to a better world.

a~

the entire

Tl:e v:ork

contai~s

prir:ci:;:i2.es of r.mr:an rela. tic ns 'fhich we ce.n all understand and which
have universal ap:;:.lication and im:;;lications. This is the Cl:.ristian and
also et,,,:-::-nal in Uli.
REF'LEC':'IOT\S

In the first chapter the thesis was introduced and presented as a
fu~ction

of the seconda:::"'J virtues to lead mankind to the primary

virtues and to God.

The second chapter dealt with the text of Uli,

using the text-immanent method of interpretation.

Through thrift,

loyalty, industricusness, devoutness, and other virtues, Uli becomes
faithful, hopeful, and loving.

In the third chapter we researched some

of the secondary literature and various aspects which influenced this
realm of virtues and have hopefully thereby lent a deGTee of
believability to the thesis.
One thing remains: to address the
~e

relev~nce

of all this writing.

are thoroughly conscious of the :act that this thesis could either

collect dust on a shelf, or if res.d, co,1ld lit' the topic o: some brief
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discussion c:.:nd thereby rem2-in insignificant in its overall effect on
the

st~~ies

of Gotthelf.

If that occurs, this work will not have any

relevance.
Hopefully, in the spirit of Gotthelf, this work will do more than
that:

nam~ly,

stir up some action.

If this thesis has raised some

questions which could stir interest in Gotthelf, his writings, and
perhaps the topic of virtues in literature as a whole, then the work
will have been useful.
There are many topics worth investigating.

A comparison between

Gotthelf's intentions in writing and today's proliferation of self-help
literature would be a worthwhile topic of research; especially if one
were to examine the virtues in that literature and the role they play.
The whole idea of progress could be examined, especially the
theological and sociological forces which influence this notion.

Uli

offers us a viewpoint of life which, if acted upon, could enable us as
humanity to make greater progress.

It is an artistically clothed epic

which serves as an exhortation for human progress, which is synonymous
with sanctification by Gotthelf.
the main theological movements.
theological sources.

He also stands somewhat outside of
Hans Bayer researched Gotthelf 's

A comparison between Gotthelf, church dogmas,

and exegetes of his time would also prove interesting.
Then there is the topic of the secondary virtues in general.
Loyalty, for example, could be traced into the old Germanic epics.
Germanic loyalty could also be compared with Christian loyalty.
Is it possible that in actuality Gotthelf occupies himself with
old Germanic rather than Judeo-Christian concepts of virtue
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in Uli?
In a more general sense, the seconds.ry virtues are also impo:::-tant
for t'.-ie studies in. Gern:an literature that are in a.ny way concerned. with
v-a.lues.

This is especially the case with the sti.ldies of the Nazi era.

Some of the virtues were highly valued, such as loyalty, but had a
negative overall effect.
or the :;irimary virtues.

They were no longer linked wi t:i Christianity
To trace these virtues through the Nazi

literature would tell us much about the relationship of secondar-J and
primary

vi~tues

and their contexts.

At the end of this work, we would be an:iss to doubt th2-:. t Gotthelf
was a Christian author.

Like ,Johannes, the .Eoden1:auer, says, everythinf,

de:?ends on faith; but action leads to faith.
sense of !':arxistic ma teri.3..lism?

~fover.

Is T]li worldly in the

Is UE Korldly in the sense that

there is a def:.nite unity between Heaven and Earth through the
sanctification process? Most definitely.

It is the Christian message

tlut engaces Gottnelf, that forces him into action; no

fanatic~l

theology or disposition, but a message strongly rooted in the world of
his Err:mentaler farmers.
in that

It is sociologically relevant.

It is timely,

the dangers of the industrial revolution are presented through

a portrayal of their antithesis.

It is individually relevant because

of the deep and complete recognition of human nature which one has to
learn to control.
In Uli Gotthelf is simultaneously sociologically, politically,
economically, and religiously active because the realities of life are
not shunned by him.
active

thro-..ie;~1

For Gotthelf, the tYUe

C~·istiaci

is active;

the secondarj' vir:.ues, mo ti v1ted through the prill'.ary
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virtues, and rewarded throu1;h :::. unity

;.;it~

God whic ~ in

l) l i

is visible,

i.e. empirically verifiable.

Finally, it is hoped, that this work will make

1LlJ. more

accessible for some, that Uli will be read i:!1 the way that Gotthelf 's
intuition sensed and felt the work.
is that the work denls
interaction.
v~l~~ble

wit~

This will na%e

artistic

What primarily makes Uli relevant

some key questions of existence and human
~li

contri~tio~

relevant for a long time as a

to the world of literature.
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